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SPECTRAL NOISE LEVELS AND ROUGHNESS SEVERITY 

RATINGS FOR NORMAL AND SIMULATED ROUGH 

VOWELS PRODUCEO BY ADULT FEMALES

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Vocal roughness is a common, perceptually-delineated voice qual

ity disturbance encompassing harshness, hoarseness, and raspiness (68). 

Though normal-speaking subjects can simulate roughness at will {6, 58), 

this aberrant quality is often the first and most apparent symptom of 

laryngeal disease (29, 30, 31, 41, 49, 77, 84). Studies of its physiology 

suggest that roughness is associated with abnormal vocal fold movements in 

phonation (29. 30, 40, 44, 78, 82, 83); thus, it may reflect any of sev

eral conditions which cause disturbances in laryngeal function. For ex

ample, roughness may be a symptom of benign laryngeal neoplasms (49, 77), 

vocal nodules (56, 77), contact ulcers (50, 77, 84), defects in vocal 

mechanism innervation (46, 49, 57), transient or prolonged laryngeal in

fections (49, 77, 84), laryngeal malignancies (31, 49, 77, 84), and many 

other pathologies. Roughness may also reflect an emotional disorder in 

the absence of vocal mechanism pathology (2, 14, 25, 41, 75, 76).

Individuals presenting vocal roughness commonly require voice 

therapy and/or medical treatment to achieve a healthy vocal mechanism and
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a socially adequate voice. In such instances, the clinician's assessment 

of the voice disturbance is likely to be critical to the development of an 

effective rehabilitative treatment program. Because of the current limit

ed availability of more objective procedures, the clinical evaluation of 

vocal roughness may be predicated primarily on the clinician's perception. 

It is generally recognized, however, that clinicians vary in their ability 

to evaluate vocal roughness reliably. The clinician's prior training and 

experience, his auditory acuity, the testing environment, and the voice 

sample obtained are but a few of the factors which may influence the per

ceptual evaluation of a rough vocal quality. To facilitate more detailed 

and meaningful clinical voice evaluations than are presently practical, 

information is needed regarding the critical relationships between per

ceived vocal roughness and associated physiologic and acoustic phenomena.

Because the larynx is not readily accessible to observation and 

because vocal fold movements in phonation are rapid, the direct assessment 

of laryngeal function in rough phonation requires specialized instrumenta

tion and measurement techniques. In spite of the technical difficulties 

associated with data collection, investigators employing high-speed cine

matography (44, 78, 82), stroboscopy (26, 67), and pneumotachography (29,

82) have contributed information regarding the physiology of vocal rough

ness. In contrast to physiologic voice assessment, the acoustic voice 

signal is easily sampled, but quantitative acoustic data useful in the 

clinical evaluation of vocal roughness are currently limited. Recently, 

however, investigations have been completed which suggest that further 

study of its acoustic features may contribute to the understanding of 

vocal roughness and provide data which are clinically useful.

investigations of the acoustic waves and spectra of synthesized
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complex sounds and human phonations (12, 30, 40, 47, 58, 79, 80, 81, 82,

83) have helped to define relationships between perceived vocal roughness 

and acoustic voice features. Spectrographic investigations of rough pho

nation are of particular interest. Several studies (30, 47, 58, 82, 83) 

have suggested that the level of inharmonic or noise components in a 

vowel is related to the roughness of the vowel as it is perceived by 

listeners. Specifically, the elevation of spectral noise components 

tends to be associated with an increase in perceived roughness. On the 

basis of his observation of this relationship between spectral noise and 

roughness, Nessel (47) indicated that hoarseness can be "... defined and 

differentiated when using a suitable method of frequency analysis." Dflore 

recently, Isshiki, Yanagihara, and (Klorimoto (30) and Yanagihara (82, 83) 

have related the degree of perceived vowel hoarseness to differences in 

the intensity and frequency location of noise components in sonagrams of 

the vowels. Four types of hoarseness were defined on this basis. The 

relationships between perceived roughness and spectral noise levels for 

vowels are, however, as yet incompletely defined. Previously, instru

mentation limitations largely precluded detailed quantitative measures of 

spectral noise components for vowels produced normally or with vocal 

roughness. In a recent study of the phonations of adult males, however, 

Sansone (58) demonstrated that the level of noise components could be 

measured in narrow-band (3-Hz) spectra of normal and simulated rough pro

ductions of selected vowels. He reported, moreover, that the measures of 

vowel spectral noise levels were highly correlated with quantified lis

tener judgments of vowel roughness. Similar data for female speakers are 

currently unavailable, but would appear useful. Because their voices tend 

to differ from those of males (18, 25, 34, 37, 39, 52), data for female
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subjects are relevant to a somplete description of the acoustic features 

of vocal roughness. Further, such data may aid in the development of new 

techniques for the assessment of vocal roughness. It was the purpose of 

this investigation, therefore, to study, for adult female speakers, the 

spectral noise levels associated with normal and rough vowel productions 

and the relationships between the vowel spectral noise levels and per

ceived roughness.



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Clinical interest in vocal roughness has produced extensive 

descriptive information regarding the qualitative features of roughness 

but relatively little quantitative data regarding its physiologic and 

acoustic correlates. Recent instrumentation developments have facilita

ted objective investigations of the acoustic correlates of roughness, but 

information regarding the relationships which obtain between measures of 

vowel spectral noise and perceived vowel roughness is as yet unavailable 

for adult female speakers.

The purpose of this investigation was to assess quantitatively 

noise components in narrow-band (3-Hz) spectra of normal and simulated 

rough vowels phonated by adult females and to study possible relation

ships between vowel spectral noise, levels and judgments of vowel rough

ness. The literature reviewed as background for the present study is 

presented under two major headings; (a) Qualitative Features of Vocal 

Roughness and (b) Acoustic Features of Vocal Roughness.

Qualitative Features of Vocal Roughness

Roughness as a Voice Quality Disturbance

Voice quality disturbances may be distinguished from other com

munication problems on the basis of the criterion recommended by Fair

5
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banks. Fairbanks said (16, p. 202):

The test of the existence of a voice quality disorder is whether 
or not the quality that is heard is independent of phonemes or, 
in other words, whether or not the phenomenon heard can be super
imposed upon a good example of a voiced sound.

The further differentiation of one voice quality disorder from 

another is usually predicated on perceived differences among qualities.

As Van Riper (75) observed, however, the terms used by writers to specify 

different quality disturbances "are as numerous as adjectives." The ex

istence of overlapping and ambiguous terminology regarding voice disorders 

has led to confusion among both clinicians and researchers. Such con

fusion may be attributed in part to the infrequency with which the valid

ity of clinically observed quality differences is tested. For example, 

it is commonly assumed that some listeners, because of extensive clinical 

experience, can validly perceive fine differences among similar voice 

quality disturbances which less sophisticated listeners do not perceive 

clearly. Were researchers to assume the validity of such perceived qual

ity disorders solely on the basis of the presumed "authority" of the 

listener, however, they might' well search for acoustic and physiologic 

correlates of voice disturbances which lack a valid and reliable percept

ual existence. There appears to be a need in research, therefore, for 

care in specifying the voice quality studied and for avoidance of a facile 

acceptance of conventional or "authoritative" differentiations of voice 

qualities.

The quality disturbances "harshness" and "hoarseness," for ex

ample, are among those frequently differentiated in textbook descriptions 

of voice disorders (14, 16, 17. 32, 76). Though most authorities seem to 

agree that both are associated with phonatory phenomena, i.e., they
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represent the perception of acoustic features produced by the laryngeal 

sound generator (14, 17, 32, 44), descriptions of the perceptual features 

of these quality disturbances vary. Curtis (14), Fairbanks (16, 17), Van 

Riper and Irwin (76) and others have described harsh quality as an un

pleasant, noisy, rasping sound which is associated with excessive strain 

and hypertension of the throat and laryngeal muscles. Hard glottal 

attack is also mentioned as a characteristic of harsh voices (14, 76). 

Hoarseness, on the other hand, has been defined by several writers (̂ ,

32, 75, 76) as a voice quality disturbance which combines the features of 

breathiness and harshness. Moore (43) has attempted to divide hoarseness 

further into three distinct types; "dry," "wet," and "rough."

Thurman (69) found, however, that when connected speech samples 

from speakers with clinical voice disorders were presented to sophisti

cated, trained listeners fcr classification of the perceived quality dis

turbance, there was a spread of classification judgments for most samples. 

Moreover, he reported comparatively little agreement among judges on a 

single classification for a given voice sample. When the voice samples 

were presented to a selected group of the trained judges for a second 

classification, a mean over judges of only 51^ of the samples received a 

classification identical to the first judgment, Thurman noted that the 

greatest confusion was associated with the terms "harsh" and "hoarse," 

although listener confusion was also evident between such terms as "hoarse" 

and "breathy," and "harsh" and "strident." These findings seem to support 

the use of a descriptive term which encompasses these inconstantly dif

ferentiated quality disturbances.

In recognition of the need for a term specifying such a general 

category of quality disorders, "vocal roughness" has been defined (53, 68)
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as an impairment of voice function encompassing harshness, hoarseness, 

raspiness, and similar perceptually-delineated voice abnormalities.

Rapid acceptance of this term by researchers investigating voice quality 

(12, 58, 81) lends support to the assumption that it is both meaningful 

and useful.

Perceptual Evaluation of Roughness

The research assessment of perceived voice quality disturbances 

commonly involves the use of rating scale procedures. Early studies em

ploying such procedures demonstrated that various voice quality disorders 

could be reliably scaled for severity on the basis of listener judgments 

of the disturbance. Perceptual voice quality scaling has thus been use

ful in more recent studies investigating acoustic features associated 

with the perception of vocal roughness.

Where roughness scaling has been employed, the sample presented 

to listeners for rating, the particular rating procedure employed, and 

the qualifications of the judges have varied considerably across studies. 

For example, listener judgments of roughness have been obtained for syn

thesized complex waves (12, 79, 80, 81), isolated vowels (11, 54, 55, 58, 

82, 83), cue syllables (^, 5^), and connected speech samples (_6, 40_, 59, 

60, 69). A variety of rating procedures including paired-comparisons (12, 

79, 80, 81) and five- and seven-point equal-appearing intervals scales 

(11, 55, 58, 59, 60) have been employed. Various four-point ranking 

scales have also been used. Lieberman (40) and Yanagihara (82, 83), for 

example, had their judges rate voices on a four-point scale such as;

(l) normal, (2) slightly hoarse, (3) moderately hoarse, and (4) severely 

hoarse. The individuals serving as listeners in previous studies have
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differed with respect to background and professional experience. Typ

ically, judges for investigations of vocal roughness have been selected 

from one of four categories: undergraduates in general speech courses

(12, 79, 80, 81), trained speech pathologists including graduate students 

(11, 54, 55, 58, 60, 69), college teachers of speech (̂ , %)$ otolaryn

gologists (82, 83).

Generally, previous investigations suggest that listeners are 

able to evaluate vocal roughness reliably. Sherman and Linke (60), for 

example, obtained a Pearson jc of .97 when median scale harshness values 

from one group of judges were correlated with medians of the ratings from 

a second group of judges for ninety connected speech samples. Sansone 

(58) obtained a Pearson £ of .96 when medians of his judges' first and 

second roughness ratings of a "reliability sample" of fifty vowels were 

compared. Rees (55) reported a Pearson 2  of .90 for median scale harsh

ness ratings from repeated ratings of 100 syllables.

The validity of perceptual voice ratings is seldom questioned 

because voice quality is by definition what the listener perceives it to 

be. Sherman (59), however, has indicated that judgments of harshness,

i.e., roughness, in connected speech may be confounded by the presence of 

misarticulations or other quality deviations. The effect of misarticu- 

lations on roughness ratings may be minimized, however, when isolated, 

sustained vowels are evaluated. Other procedures also help to assure the 

validity of the roughness ratings. Because listeners may be unable to 

differentiate among certain voice qualities, e.g., as between.harshness 

and hoarseness (69), the use of a more general perceptual category may 

enhance judgment validity. Listener confusion regarding the quality to 

be judged may be minimized when voice samples are rated for roughness be-
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cause roughness encompasses voice qualities which tend to be difficult to 

differentiate.

As a further procedure, speech samples representative of the ex

perimental samples to be evaluated may be presented to the judges at the 

beginning of the judgment session and practice in scaling roughness may 

be provided (55, 58, 60). This serves a dual purpose: the examples pre

sented define rough voice quality operationally and provide the judges 

with training in scaling the specific quality disturbance under investi

gation. In addition, anchor stimuli may be presented as examples of the 

range of quality disturbance which the judges will be asked to evaluate 

(̂, M, æ).
The controlled listening conditions employed in most investiga

tions also help to assure valid roughness ratings by minimizing extran

eous and distraoting stimuli. The high percentages of inter-judge rough

ness rating agreement (± 1 scale value) reported by Sansone (58) lend sup

port to the assumption that vocal roughness in vowels can be rated validly 

because they indicate that trained judges tend to agree among themselves 

regarding the presence and severity of this voice disturbance.

Acoustic Features of Vocal Roughness

Acoustic Wave Features

Investigations of vocal mechanism function in subjects with rough 

voices have suggested that a rough vocal quality is associated with ab

normal aperiodicity in the vocal fold vibratory pattern. Similar dis

turbances in the phonatory acoustic waves of individuals presenting rough

ness have also been noted. In his analysis of the fundamental frequency 

characteristics of harsh vocal quality, 8owler (̂ , 2) Gxamined oscillo-
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graphie recordings of connected speech containing both harsh and non- 

harsh segments. He reported that the most striking feature of the harsh 

portions mas the occurrence of "frequency breaks," i.e., abrupt changes 

in the periods of consecutive cycles. These frequency breaks occurred in 

both upward and downward directions on the frequency scale and were 

typically one octave in extent. In no instance did the segments per

ceived as nonharsh contain these atypical frequency characteristics. In 

addition, harsh segments evidenced relatively low mean fundamental fre

quencies and a wider range of fundamental frequency values than nonharsh 

segments. Coleman (ll), in his study of sustained vowels produced by 

pathologically hoarse subjects, did not find "pitch" or "frequency breaks" 

as large as one octave. However, he did find aperiodic cycle-to-cycle 

frequency variations of less than one octave which he termed "voice 

breaks." Such voice breaks were prominent in the waveforms of his sub

jects' phonations, and their presence was closely associated with per

ceived hoarseness severity. Coleman found only slight differences between 

the median fundamental frequencies of normal and hoarse voices. Shipp and 

Huntington (61) found that "voice breaks" were infrequent in the acoustic 

waves produced by subjects presenting laryngitic hoarseness. When pre

sent, however, such breaks were said to contribute greatly to the percep

tion of hoarseness. In contrast to Bowler's (̂ , 2) findings, Shipp and 

Huntington found a severely restricted range of fundamental frequencies 

for their hoarse subjects and no significant difference between either 

mean or median fundamental frequencies for hoarse and normal voices.

Lieberman (40) measured small, rapid variations in the durations 

of successive cycles, or "pitch perturbations," in oscillographically 

recorded acoustic waves produced by speakers with normal and pathological
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larynges. He found that perturbations of less than 0,5 ms were typical 

of isolated vowels phonated normally. However, perturbations for mildly 

and moderately rough phonations generally exceeded those for normal pho

nations. Lieberman noted that, when hoarseness was severe, the acoustic 

wave of phonation became markedly aperiodic and individual cycles within 

it were not discernable, thus preventing measurement of pitch perturba

tions. A "perturbation factor," indicating the percentage of occurrence 

in the acoustic wave of perturbations equal to or greater than 0.5 ms, 

was computed for each speaker. This factor was found to be sensitive to 

the size and location of laryngeal growths, provided the growths did not 

interfere with vocal fold closure. When a growth prevented complete 

vocal fold adduction, the acoustic waveform of phonation was "filled in" 

and the perturbation factor could not be determined. Connected speech 

samples produced by the clinically hoarse subjects were rated for hoarse

ness by a panel of listeners. Four categories were utilized in the ra

ting: (l) normal, (2) slightly hoarse, (3) moderately hoarse, and (4)

extremely hoarse. Lieberman found that the average ratings of the speech 

samples did not relate meaningfully to the underlying laryngeal pathol

ogy. Moore and Thompson (44) computed correlation coefficients to relate 

the perturbation factors and hoarseness ratings reported by Lieberman and 

found a "moderate positive correlation." To examine the relationship be

tween pitch perturbations and the periodicity of vocal fold movements, 

Lieberman used a sound-synchronized high-speed camera to photograph the 

vocal folds of a normal male speaker during phonation. The sample of 

phonation was simultaneously recorded on magnetic tape. A comparison of 

the subject's acoustic and glottal waveforms indicated that perturbations 

in the acoustic wave reflected irregularities in the pattern and period-
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icity of vocal fold movements. On the basis of his findings, Lieberman 

suggested that measurement of pitch perturbations in phonation might be 

a useful diagnostic procedure fdr the early detection of laryngeal path

ologies. In a later study, Moore and Thompson (44) found that random 

variations in the length of adjacent cycles characterized the acoustic 

waves of their two hoarse subjects' phonations. The periods of succes

sive cycles were considerably more variable for the subject presenting 

the more severe hoarseness.

The studies reviewed above suggest that random variations in the 

periods of successive cycles in the voice wave are associated with the 

perception of vocal roughness. Additional information regarding the re

lationships between such frequency variations and judged roughness has 

been contributed through study of acoustic analogs of phonation. To in

vestigate the degree of signal aperiodicity required for listener judg

ments of roughness, UJendahl (79, 80, 81) employed an electrical laryngeal 

analog to generate complex acoustic stimuli which varied randomly in fre

quency around a median frequency. He reported that slight frequency 

variations, as small as ± 1 cycle around a median frequency of 100 Hz, 

caused the signal to be perceived as rough. As the frequency variation 

around the median frequency increased, listeners perceived an increase 

in signal roughness. In a later study, Coleman and U/endahl (12) con

firmed the finding that random cycle-to-cycle frequency variations (jit

ter) in a synthesized complex x'ave were related to perceived signal 

roughness.

Random variations in the amplitude of successive cycles of the 

acoustic wave have also been associated with perceived vocal roughness.

In an early study, Moore and von Leden (45) noted that amplitude varia-
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tions in successive glottal waves were characteristic of abnormal pho

nations. Coleman (ll) later reported "amplitude breaks" in his hoarse 

subjects' phonations. To investigate more thoroughly the effects of 

cycle-to-cycle amplitude variation (shimmer) around a median amplitude, 

UJendahl (80, 81) synthesized complex waves containing shimmer and pre

sented them to judges for rating of perceived roughness. He found that an 

increase in signal shimmer was associated with listener judgments of an 

increase in signal roughness. Apparently, a systematic assessment of the 

relationships between acoustic intensity variations and the roughness of 

human phonations has not been made.

While jitter and shimmer in synthesized complex signals appear to 

be related to perceived signal roughness (12. 79, 80, 81), only a few re

lationships between acoustic wave features and vocal roughness in human 

phonation have been clearly established. The studies of Coleman (ll) and 

Lieberman (40) suggest that acoustic features relating to perceived rough

ness in phonation may not be readily identified from inspection of the 

acoustic wave envelope alone.

The duration of the signal may also affect perceived roughness. 

Sherman and Links (60) reported that high vowels, which are relatively 

short in duration, are perceived as Isls harsh than low vowels, which are 

relatively long in duration. Brubaker and Dolpheide (̂ ) also suggest that 

signal duration may affect perceived hoarseness. To provide more quanti

tative data regarding relationships between stimulus duration and per

ceived vocal roughness, Coleman and Wendahl (12) synthesized complex 

acoustic stimuli which contained both jitter and periodic components. The 

duration of jitter segments within the total stimulus, as well as the 

amount of jitter around a median frequency, could be varied. As the dura
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tion of jitter segments increased from .16 to .80 seconds in a signal of 

finite length, mors severe roughness was perceived by the listeners. How

ever, a trading relationship between the duration and the amount of jitter 

in a signal was also revealed. For example, a stimulus containing large 

cycle-to-cycle frequency variations within a short jitter segment was 

judged as less rough than a stimulus containing a jitter segment of longer 

duration and smaller jitter excursion.

Several studies (̂ , ]A, 58, 59, 60, 61) have investigated the

relative roughness of various vowels. In general, vowel roughness appears 

to be related to relative tongue height in vowel production. For example, 

Sherman and Linke (60), in their study of listener judgments of harshness 

severity for different vowels, found that high vowels were perceived as 

less harsh than low vowels. Brubaker and Dolpheide (£), Rees (55), and 

Sansone (58) have reported similar findings. In contrast, Coleman (ll) 

found no significant correlation between perceived hoarseness and the 

high-versus-low classification of vowels. He did note, however, that /i/ 

ranked lowest and /ae/ ranked highest in perceived hoarseness, although 

differences among the vowels were slight.

To generalize, identifiable features of the acoustic voice signal 

have been related to the perception of vocal roughness and to its relative 

severity. There are, however, few clearly defined relationships between 

features of the acoustic wave envelope and vocal roughness. This sug

gests that inspection of the acoustic wave envelope alone may not fully 

reveal the acoustic correlates of rough voice quality. A more detailed 

analysis of the acoustic spectra of rough phonations may be useful.
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Spectrographic Features 

While studies concerned with the spectral characteristics of 

vocal roughness have been few, the results of previous investigations sug

gest that further spectrographic study of rough voice quality is needed 

for a more complete understanding of the acoustic features of vocal rough

ness. As early as 1941, Carhart (£) utilized a manually tunable hetero

dyne analyzer to study the spectra of tones produced by a model larynx.

For several vibratory conditions of the model, predominantly inharmonic 

spectra were obtained. Because the resulting auditory stimuli closely 

approximated clinical hoarseness, he speculated that the perception of 

hoarseness may be related to inharmonics in the acoustic spectrum.

With the advent of more refined instrumentation, including the 

widely used automatic heterodyne analyzer commonly known as the Kay Sona- 

graph, more detailed investigation of the spectral characteristics of com

plex acoustic stimuli was possible. Thurman (69) utilized a Sonagraph to 

make a wide-band filter analysis of vowels produced by individuals with 

various voice quality disorders. The purpose of his study was to estab

lish phonographically recorded scales of severity for breathy, nasal, 

hoarse, harsh, thin, and strident voice quality disturbances. Moreover, 

he sought to determine if the type and severity of quality disturbance 

perceived by listeners could be related to specific acoustic features ob

servable in sonagraphic records. He attempted to measure formant fre

quency locations, formant bandwidths, formant amplitudes, and the level 

of inharmonics in vowel sonagrams. Although his listeners categorized 

and scaled the various voice qualities perceptually, Thurman noted that 

differentiation of different voice quality types, determination of the 

degree of voice disturbance, and measurement of inharmonic energy levels
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were impossible from his sonagraphic data. Formant frequencies tended to 

vary from their normal locations in the sonagrams of pathological phona

tions, but such changes were not consistent within any type of deviant 

voice quality. Moreover, no relationship between the amount and direction 

of formant frequency shift and perceived severity of voice quality dis

turbance could be demonstrated. For example, formant frequency shifts for 

both Fi and F2 occurred in the sonagrams of hoarse, harsh, and breathy 
voices, but their occurrence was not consistent across all samples. In 

addition, Thurman reported that the presence or absence of inharmonic 

partials in hoarse vowels could not be determined from his sonagraphic 

records.

The findings of Laguaite and Waldrop (38) suggest that changes in 

spectrographic features may be related to perceived severity of voice 

quality deviation. In their investigation of patients' voices before and 

after therapy, they observed that changes toward normalcy in deviant 

voices seemed to be related to spectral changes in vowels. They reported 

that spectral changes rather than changes in fundamental vocal frequency 

accompanied improved vocal quality.

Recently, sound spectrographic analyses have yielded more speci

fic information regarding the acoustic properties of vocal roughness. 

Isshiki, Yanagihara, and lïlorimoto (30) and Yanagihara (82, 83) investi

gated harmonic and noise components in the spectra of sustained vowels 

phonated by subjects with laryngeal pathologies. The vowel recordings 

were presented to three otolaryngologists who rated them for slight, mod

erate, and severe hoarseness. Sonagrams and amplitude sections were made 

from the recordings of the subjects' phonations. The sonagrams were 

classified into four categories on the basis of the frequency region and
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intensity of the spectral noise components, since the range and level of 

spectral noise appeared to vary with perceived hoarseness severity. A 

correlation coefficient of .65 between the spectrographic type and per

ceived severity of hoarseness was obtained. In slight hoarseness, noise 

components were found to be mixed with the harmonics in the formant re

gions, particularly in the second and third formants. As the severity of 

hoarseness increased, noise components began to-appear in the high fre

quency region above 3000 Hz. In the most severe hoarseness, the harmonics 

in the main formant ranges were totally obscured or replaced by elevated 

noise components. Yanagihara (82) also observed a relationship between 

the degree of abnormality in the spectrographic findings and the extent 

of cycle-to-cycle variations in the shape, amplitude, and periodicity of 

the glottal area waves as measured by ultra-high speed cinematographic 

analysis. To supplement his findings for human phonations, Yanagihara 

(83) synthesized hoarseness by mixing recorded normal vowels with band

pass filtered noise. Again, as the noise components intruded in the for

mant ranges and as the high frequency harmonic components were obscured 

by noise, the severity of perceived hoarseness increased. On the basis 

of these results, Yanagihara suggested that the major spectrographic fea

tures of hoarseness include; (a) noise components in the main formant of 

each vowel; (b) high frequency noise components above 3000 Hz; and, (c) 

loss of high frequency harmonic components.

Using a "sound-frequency spectrograph of high selection," Nessel 

(47) compared frequency-by-amplitude spectra of sustained vowels produced 

by hoarse speakers to those of normal speakers. The spectra of hoarse 

vowels were characterized by a reduction of harmonic energy below 5000 Hz 

and substitution of noise components which were modulated by the vowel
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formants. Additional noise components were also evident in the upper fre

quency range of the spectra above 5000 Hz.

In the Kay Sonagraph, the bandwidth of the "narrow" filter is 

45 Hz. It appears possible that filter bandwidths this wide may obscure 

spectral information important to the perception of roughness. Further, 

the magnitude of noise components evident in the spectra of rough vowels 

and relationships between spectral noise levels and perceived roughness 

severity cannot be determined easily from sonagraphic records (69). To 

overcome these limitations, Sansone (58) recently employed a graphic wave 

analyzer to produce very narrow-band (3-Hz) frequency-by-amplitude spec

tra of the vowels /u/, /i/, /a/, /a/, and /æ/, produced normally and with 

simulated vocal roughness by adult males. Spectral noise components in 

the vowel productions were quantified by measuring in dB SPL the lowest 

observable peak of energy in each 100-Hz spectral section from 100 Hz to 

8000 Hz of each vowel spectrum. Spectral noise level measures were then 

compared to judges' ratings of vowel roughness. Sansone found that, al

though both normal and rough vowels were characterized by measurable spec

tral noise, rough productions evidenced higher spectral noise levels than 

normal vowel productions. For all vowel productions, spectral noise was 

most prominent in the lower spectral frequencies and tended to decrease 

in the higher frequencies. For each test vowel, spectral noise level 

means were found to be highly correlated with median roughness ratings 

for that vowel. A multiple linear regression equation was found to pre

dict, with small residuals, each vowel production's median roughness ra

ting from its 100-Hz section spectral noise levels from 100 Hz to 2600 Hz. 

Sansone's findings for males indicate that noise components in the spectra 

of rough and normal vowels can be quantified and that vowel spectral noise
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levels, particularly in the lorn frequency regions (100 Hz to 2600 Hz), 

are highly related to perceived vowel roughness.

It appears possible that relationships between acoustic spectra 

and vocal roughness which are found for male speakers may not obtain ex

actly for female speakers. Sex-associated fundamental vocal frequency 

differences among speakers are known to affect differentially spectral 

features of vowels phonated normally (̂ , IB, 23, 37, 52). It has also 

been suggested that fundamental vocal frequency differences between the 

sexes may affect relationships between judged vocal roughness and acous

tic spectral features of phonation. UJendahl (79), for example, found that 

synthesized complex acoustic stimuli containing large frequency variations 

(i 10 cycles) around a median fundamental frequency of 200 Hz were judged 

to be less rough than stimuli containing small frequency variations (± 2 

cycles) arcund a median fundamental of 100 Hz. On the basis of these re

sults, U/endahl hypothesized that two speakers presenting equal cycle-to- 

cycle aperiodicity in phonation but widely different fundamental frequen

cies, e.g., a male and a female, would not be judged equally rough. Spe

cifically, he suggested that the male voice would be judged as more 

deviant.

In summary, the results of previous spectrographic investigations 

suggest that suprafundamental energy distribution is different in vowels 

produced by speakers presenting vocal roughness and by speakers present

ing no noticeable voice quality disturbance. Specifically, the elevation 

of noise components is reported to be a spectral feature of vocal rough

ness. Quantitative data regarding the magnitude of noise components in 

narrow-band (3-Hz) spectra of rough vowels are available for adult male 

but not for adult female speakers. Further investigation is needed to
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clarify the relationships between vowel spectral noise and the perception 

of vowel roughness for females. This study was designed to obtain such 

objective data for adult female subjects.



CHAPTER III

DESIGN OF THE INVESTIGATION

The intent of the present study luas to investigate vowel spec

tral noise levels and relationships between the vowel noise levels and 

judges' ratings of vowel roughness. Twenty normal-speaking adult females 

individually phonated five selected vowels both normally and with simu

lated vocal roughness at one intensity. Each vowel production was re

corded on magnetic tape for further analysis. The productions were then 

re-recorded in random order and presented to a panel of eleven trained 

judges who rated each for roughness. Medians of the judges' ratings pro

vided an index of each production's roughness. The recording of each 

vowel production was also analyzed to produce a narrow-band (3-Hz) fre

quency-by-amplitude acoustic spectrum. To provide a quantitative index 

of vowel spectral noise, the lowest observable peak of energy in each of 

seventy-nine successive 100-Hz spectral sections from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz 

was measured in each vowel spectrum. The research questions and the 

methods employed in this study are discussed in the following sections.

Research Questions 

The following research questions regarding the vowels /u/, /i/, 

/a/, /a/, and /æ/ were investigated for adult female speakers:
1. What is the relative roughness of the vowels produced nor

mally and with simulated vocal roughness?
22
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2. What are the spectral noise features of normal and of rough 

productions of the vowels?

3. What are the relationships between spectral noise levels and 
judges' ratings of roughness for each of the vowels?

Subjects

Twenty normal-speaking female adults, selected primarily on the 

basis of their ability to perform the experimental task, served as sub

jects in this investigation. Each subject produced selected vowels under 

,both normal and rough phonatory conditions. Thus, each was available to 

serve as her own control. The investigation was limited to adult females 

to provide homogeneity of the subject sample with respect to vocal pitch. 

Each potential subject was evaluated by a trained speech pathologist to 

insure that those selected presented normal voice quality and speech. 

Subjects ranged in age from twenty-two to thirty-one years. The age range 

was thus limited to preclude variations in voice and speech associated 

with adolescence or advanced age.

Speech Sample

The speech sample for this study was composed of the vowels /u/, 

/i/, /a/, /a/, and /æ/ individually sustained by each subject at one in

tensity. Subjects produced each of the vowels first normally and then 

with simulated vocal roughness. Each production was sustained for seven 

seconds at 75 dB SPL (± 1 dB) re: 0.0002 dyne/cm^ at a mouth-to-micro- 

phone distance of six inches. This intensity level was selected after 

preliminary trials indicated that it was a comfortable level for produc

tion of both normal and simulated rough vowels. The vowels selected rep

resent various positions on the traditional vowel triangle (35) and per

mitted analysis of the findings with respect to tongue height and place-
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ment within the oral cavity. This analysis was of interest because pre

vious studies (̂ , 5^, 58, 59, 60) suggest that vowel roughness may be re

lated to tongue height during vowel production. Isolated vowels sustained 

at one intensity provided samples suitable for narrow-band acoustic spec

tral analysis.

This study investigated vocal roughness simulated by normal- 

speaking subjects because it was considered advantageous to exercise close 

control of differences among speakers in the two phonatory conditions. 

Moreover, findings reported by Bowler (_6) and Sansone (58) suggest that 

judges generally do not distinguish perceptually between simulated and 

clinical vocal roughness. Thus, it was thought that the data regarding 

simulated vocal roughness obtained in this study might be useful in under

standing clinical vocal roughness.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation utilized in this investigation included:

(a) a signal system; (b) an audio recording system; (c) a wave analyzing 

system; (d) a playback system; and (e) a calibration system.

Description

Signal system. Subjects were signalled to initiate and termi

nate test vowel phonation by the illumination of two panel lights con

trolled by a simple electro-mechanical cam timer which was activated by 

the experimenter.

Audio recording system. The audio recording system consisted 

of; (a) a sound level meter (General Radio, Type 1551-C) with an attached 

non-directional piezoelectric ceramic microphone (General Radio, PZT Type 

1560-P3); (b) a magnetic tape recorder (Ampex, Model AG 440); and (c) a
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monitoring amplifier (Bruel and Kjaer, Type 2603).

Its design specifications indicated that the frequency response 

of the PZT microphone was flat (± 1 dB) from 20 Hz to BDOÜ Hz when at a 

70° angle of incidence to the sound source. The sensitivity of the micro

phone was -60.3 dB re: 1 v/microbar. The sound pressure level at the 

PZT microphone was indicated by the sound level meter with an average 

signal-to-noise ratio of at least 66 dB in octave bands from 20 Hz to

10,000 Hz. The magnetic tape recorder had a flat frequency response (i 2 

dB) from 40 Hz to 12,000 Hz with a signal-to-noise ratio of at least 65 dB 

when operated at a tape speed of 15 ips.

In data collection, the output of the sound level meter was led 

directly to the input of the tape recorder. The output of the recorder 

was led to the monitoring amplifier which served as a vocal-intensity- 

monitoring meter. Subjects observed the monitoring amplifier's calibra

ted voltmeter and adjusted their vocalizations to the experimentally re

quired intensity, A simplified diagram of the audio recording system is 

presented in Figure 1.

Wave analyzing system. The experimental vowels were reproduced 

from tape loops by the tape recorder described above and were introduced 

as complex electrical signals into a graphic wave analyzer (General Radio, 

Type 191D-A) for spectrum analysis. The graphic wave analyzer was com

posed of (a) a wave analyzer (General Radio, Type 1900-A), (b) a graphic 

level recorder (General Radio, Type 1521-B), (c) a drive unit (General 

Radio, Type 1521-PlO-B), and (d) a link unit (General Radio, Type 

1900-P3). The drive and link units mechanically coupled the wave analyzer 

to the graphic level recorder to permit automatic recording of the level 

of components in the complex electrical signal under analysis. The move-
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ment of the chart paper in the recorder luaa synchronized with the wave 

analyzer's frequency-tuning dial.

The analyzer's frequency range was from 0 Hz to 54,000 Hz, with 

frequency accuracy to 50,000 Hz of ^  of its frequency dial reading plus 

5 Hz. When used in its 3-Hz bandwidth mode, the instrument functioned as 

a continuously tunable narrow-band filter with the intensity of frequency 

components in a complex signal at least 30 dB down at i 6 Hz and at least 

60 dB down at i  15 Hz from center frequency. The analyzer's signal-to- 

noise ratio was at least 75 dB.

The voltage output of the wave analyzer was proportional to the 

intensity of the frequency components in a 3-Hz band of the complex sig

nal under analysis and served as an electrical input to the graphic level 

recorder. The recorder was equipped with an BO-dB input potentiometer de

signed for accuracy within i  1% of full-scale decibel value. The level 

recorder's output was proportional to the logarithm of changes in its in

put and, hence, was linear in decibels. A simplified diagram of the wave 

analyzing system is presented in Figure 2.

Playback system. The playback system used for presentation of 

the recorded vowels to judges for rating of roughness severity included a 

dual-channel magnetic tape recorder (Ampex, Model 354), with a flat fre

quency response (i 2 dB) from 40 Hz to 12,000 Hz at a tape speed of 15 

ips, an amplifier (Sherwood, Model S9900A), and a loud-speaker (Altec, 

Model 844A).

Calibration system. Components employed in instrument calibra

tion included a pure tone oscillator (Hewlett-Packard, Model ABR 200) 

which drove a loud-speaker (Altec, Model 844A), a sound level meter (Gen

eral Radio, Type 1551-C), a pulse generator assembly (Tektronix, 160
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Series), and a manufacturer-calibrated condenser microphone assembly 

(Bruel & Kjaer, Type 2603). A simplified diagram of the calibration sys

tem is presented in Figure 3.

Calibration

Audio recording system. Prior to the collection of data, the 

magnetic tape recorder was checked and aligned by an audio engineer. The 

vocal-intensity-monitoring section of the audio recording system was cali

brated to indicate when the subject's vocal intensity reached the required 

intensity of 75 dB SPL. The monitoring amplifier's voltmeter was used as 

the subject's intensity indicator. To calibrate this meter, a 1000 Hz 

reference tone produced by the oscillator was led to the loud-speaker.

The sound level meter PZT microphone was placed at a 70° angle of inci

dence to and two feet in front of the loud-speaker in an acoustically- 

isolated room. The intensity of the pure tone was adjusted until it pro

duced a 75 dB SPL sound level meter deflection. The output of the sound 

level meter was connected directly to the input of the tape recorder, and 

the recorder was adjusted for a -2 dB deflection of its \IU meter in re

sponse to the 75 dB SPL input. The output of the recorder was led to the 

monitoring amplifier and the amplifier's input potentiometer was adjusted 

for a 15 dB deflection of its voltmeter in response to the 75 dB SPL in

put. This deflection on the amplifier's voltmeter was marked with an 

easily visible arrow to indicate the level each subject was required to 

maintain during experimental vowel production. The reference tone was 

then recorded and played back to adjust the audio recorder's reproduce 

level to match its record level. Thus, vowel phonations producing a 75 dB 

SPL indication on the vocal-intensity-monitoring voltmeter produced a
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-2 dB deflection on the recorder's record UU meter. When recorded and 

played back, the vowels produced a -2 dB deflection on the recorder's re

produce UU meter.

The frequency response of the PZT microphone used in this study 

was reported to be flat (+. 1 dB) from 20 Hz to 8000 Hz. Immediately be

fore and after collection of the experimental data, the PZT microphone 

frequency response was checked against the flat (i .5 dB from 20 Hz to

10,000 Hz) response of a calibrated condenser microphone and was found to 

be within the manufacturer's specifications.

Wave analyzing system. Before each use, the graphic wave analy

zer was adjusted for minimal carrier frequency intensity at low frequen

cies and checked for frequency analysis accuracy within design specifica

tions for the equipment. After this initial adjustment, intensity cali

bration was effected by introducing a recorded 75 dB SPL 1000-Hz refer

ence tone into the wave analyzer from the tape recorder. The gain of the 

analyzer and the pen excursion of the graphic level recorder were adjust

ed for a 75 dB SPL indication on the graph paper.

To check the frequency calibration of the wave analyzer and 

coupled graphic level recorder, a pulse train of known repetition rate 

produced by the pulse generator assembly was introduced into the graphic 

wave analyzing system. Accurate plotting of the fundamental and har

monics of the pulse train indicated satisfactory frequency calibration of 

the system from 0 Hz to 8000 Hz. To assure stability of frequency cali

bration, a daily check was made of the graphic wave analyzer's response 

to a series of reference tones of known frequency produced by the pure 

tone oscillator. The frequency response of the coupled audio recording 

and wave analyzing systems, excluding the PZT microphone, was checked and
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found to be flat (i 2 dB) from 50 Hz to 12,000 Hz.

Procedures

The experimental procedures in this study included: (a) record

ing of the subjects' productions of the test vowels, (b) presentation of 

the recorded vowel productions to judges for roughness rating, and (c) 

derivation of frequency-by-amplitude vowel spectra.

Recording Procedure

All vowel samples were recorded in an acoustically-isolated, 

two-room testing suite with a low ambient noise level at the Speech and 

Hearing Center, University of Oklahoma Medical Center. The test room 

contained the subject’s chair, the sound level meter with its attached 

PZT microphone, the vocal-intensity-monitoring amplifier, and the signal 

lights to indicate the beginning and end of test vowel phonation. The 

adjoining control room contained the magnetic tape recorder and the cam 

timer which controlled signal light timing.

Each subject was first familiarized with the experimental pro

cedures and was then seated in the examination chair. The chair's head

rest was adjusted vertically for comfort and a headstrap was employed to 

minimize changes in the subject's position with respect to the microphone 

during recording. The microphone was placed at a 70° angle of incidence 

to and six inches in front of the subject's mouth. The monitoring ampli

fier was positioned to allow the subject to observe readily the intensity 

of her phonations. The investigator remained in the test room with each 

subject throughout the recording session to monitor the intensity of 

vowel productions and to cue the subject with printed cards bearing the 

vowel to be phonated. A copy of the instructions read to the subjects is
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presented in APPENDIX A.

After being familiarized with the speech material, the subject 

practiced phonating each vowel at 75 dB SPL while observing the monitor

ing amplifier's voltmeter. The subject also practiced timing her phona

tions with the signal lights until she was able to sustain each vowel for 

seven seconds while maintaining the required intensity. Upon completion 

of the training, the rough and normal experimental vowel productions were 

recorded. For each subject, the order of vowels was randomized within 

normal and within rough phonatory conditions. The test vowels were pro

duced first normally and then with simulated vocal roughness. This pro

cedure eliminated from normal productions the influence of vocal abuse 

associated with roughness simulation. Each vowel phonation was carefully 

monitored by the investigator. If the subject did not produce the appro

priate vowel, did not maintain the required intensity, or did not suitably 

effect vocal roughness, the trial was repeated until an acceptable per

formance was achieved.

Rating Procedure

The two hundred rough and normal productions were randomized by 

means of tape dubbing for presentation to judges. Eleven judges, all 

graduate students in speech pathology, independently assessed the recorded 

vowel samples for roughness. The judgments were made in an acoustically- 

isolated room with the judges seated in a semicircle facing the loud

speaker. The recorder used to reproduce the vowels was located in an ad

joining control room. An intercom system between the two rooms enabled 

the judges to indicate if they wished a particular vowel sample repeated. 

The judges were instructed to listen to each vowel and to rate indepen-
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presented in APPENDIX A.

After being familiarized with the speech material, the subject 

practiced phonating each vowel at 75 dB SPL while observing the monitor

ing amplifier's voltmeter. The subject also practiced timing her phona

tions with the signal lights until she was able to sustain each vowel for 

seven seconds while maintaining the required intensity. Upon completion 

of the training, the rough and normal experimental vowel productions were 

recorded. For each subject, the order of vowels was randomized within 

normal and within rough phonatory conditions. The test vowels were pro

duced first normally and then with simulated vocal roughness. This pro

cedure eliminated from normal productions the influence of vocal abuse 

associated with roughness simulation. Each vowel phonation was carefully 

monitored by the investigator. If the subject did not produce the appro

priate vowel, did not maintain the required intensity, or did not suitably 

effect vocal roughness, the trial was repeated until an acceptable per

formance was achieved.

Rating Procedure

The two hundred rough and normal productions were randomized by 

means of tape dubbing for presentation to judges. Eleven judges, all 

graduate students in speech pathology, independently assessed the recorded 

vowel samples for roughness. The judgments were made in an acoustically- 

isolated room with the judges seated in a semicircle facing the loud

speaker. The recorder used to reproduce the vowels was located in an ad

joining control room. An intercom system between the two rooms enabled 

the judges to indicate if they wished a particular vowel sample repeated. 

The judges were instructed to listen to each vowel and to rate indepen-
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dently the degree of roughness perceived in each. A five-point equal- 

appearing intervals scale in which "1" represented least severe and "5" 

represented most severe roughness was used.

Prior to the listening session, the investigator made a prelimi

nary rating of all vowel productions. Four vowel productions, two repre

senting "1" and two representing "5" on the rating scale, were selected. 

These vowels were played several times to the judges before actual rating 

began to provide them with a common reference for the extremes of the 

roughness rating scale. A copy of the instructions to judges is pre

sented in APPENDIX B.

The listening session was approximately two and one-half hours 

in length. The speech material to be rated was presented in five series 

of fifty vowels each with ten minute rest periods between series. The 

final series of vowels was composed of productions selected randomly from 

those presented earlier and were included to evaluate intra-judge relia

bility. Median scale values of the judges' ratings for each vowel were 

computed.

A Pearson r_ was then computed to relate the median values of the 

judges' first and second ratings of the fifty vowels in the reliability 

sample. An r_ of .98 was obtained. Percentages of intra-judge roughness 

rating agreement within 1 scale value for two ratings of the fifty vowel 

productions were computed. The lowest percentage, 96^, was obtained for 

Judge 1. Percentages of inter-judge roughness rating agreement within 1 

scale value for the experimental sample of two hundred vowels were also 

computed. The lowest percentage, 92%, was obtained when the vowel ra

tings of Judge 7 were compared to those of Judges 1 and 3. The results 

of these procedures are presented in APPENDIX C. The intra- and inter-
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judge reliability indicated by these data appeared adequate for this in

vestigation.

Spectral Analysis Procedure

Tape loops were constructed from the magnetic tape recordings of 

each rough and normal vowel produced by each subject. The loops were two 

seconds in duration (tape speed of 15 ips) and were constructed from a 

central portion of the vowel recording displaying a uniform intensity of 

75 dB SPL (2 1 dB) as monitored from the recorder's UU meter. Initial 

and terminal vowel inflections were omitted. The vowel loops were played 

individually into the graphic wave analyzer to obtain a 3-Hz bandwidth 

frequency-by-amplitude spectrum of each vowel. The analyzer was operated 

at a paper speed of 0.5 inches per minute and a writing speed of 20 inches 

per second for recording the vowel spectra. These settings insured ade

quate resolution of data analyzed in the 3-Hz bandwidth mode and minimized 

writing stylus overshoot. The time required to produce the spectrum of 

an individual vowel production under the described conditions was thirty- 

two minutes.

To determine the level of test room and instrumental system noise 

present during collection of the experimental data, recordings of test- 

chamber noise were made at various times during the day. Tape loops con

structed from these recordings were analyzed to produce 3-Hz bandwidth 

room noise spectra. The high peak of energy in each 100-Hz spectral sec

tion from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz was measured in each spectrum. Low noise 

levels were evident at all frequencies throughout the total spectral fre

quency range. The average noise level from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz for the room 

noise spectra was -3 dB SPL. There was negligible variation in system
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noise at different times during the day as evidenced by similar loiu noise 

levels in the spectra of all test-chamber noise recordings.

As a quantitative index of vowel spectral noise levels, the low

est observable peak graphic level recorder stylus marking in each 100-Hz 

section of each vowel spectrum was measured in dB SPL. Seventy-nine mea

sures, one for each successive 100-Hz section from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz, 

were obtained from the spectrum of each vowel. Stylus marking overlap, 

in some instances, may have precluded measurement of the true low peak in 

a 100-Hz section; however, measurement of the lowest observable peak pro

vided a numerical index of vowel spectral noise levels.

To determine the reliability of the spectral analysis procedure, 

three consecutive spectra were made from one vowel tape loop. Spectral 

noise levels averaged over the frequency range 100 Hz to 8000 Hz did not 

vary more than ±  .2 dB across the three spectra. Differences among noise 

level means for comparable 1000-Hz segments of the spectra ranged from 

i .4 dB to ±  1.2 dB. Thus, the vowel spectrum analysis procedure ap

peared to be sufficiently reliable for this study.



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results

This study investigated spectral noise levels and judges' ra

tings of roughness for selected vowels. Twenty normal-speaking adult fe

males individually produced each of the vowels /u/, /i/, /a/, /a/, and 
/ae/ both normally and with simulated vocal roughness at one intensity. 

Randomized tape recordings of each vowel production were rated for rough

ness on a five-point equal-appearing intervals scale by a group of eleven 

trained judges. The recording of each production was also analyzed to 

produce a 3-Hz frequency-by-intensity spectrum of its acoustic compo

nents. As an index of vowel spectral noise levels, the lowest observable 

peak of energy in each lOD-Hz section, from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz, of each 

vowel spectrum was measured in dB SPL. The spectral noise levels and 

medians of the roughness ratings for each vowel production were then re

lated.

Ratings

Table 1 presents the median of the eleven judges' roughness 

ratings for each of the five vowels produced normally and with simulated 

roughness by each of the twenty subjects. This table shows that a higher 

median scale value was obtained for each vowel produced with simulated

37
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TABLE 1

MEDIAN ROUGHNESS RATINGS FOR EACH NORMAL 
AND ROUGH VOWEL PRODUCTION

Vowels
/u/ / ! / A / /a / /as/

jbject N R N R N R N R N R

1 1.11 4.95 1.29 5.00 1.05 2.92 1.19 4.42 1.29 5.00

2 1.00 4.81 1.19 5.00 1.11 4.95 1.00 4.06 1.11 4.95

3 1.19 4.89 1.11 5.00 1.71 4.81 2.00 4.81 1.81 5.00

4 1.00 4.71 1.11 4.95 1.05 4.89 1.00 4.59 1.29 5.00

5 1.00 4.29 1.59 4.08 1.29 4.89 1.05 4.81 1.29 4.89

6 1.89 4.89 1.81 4.59 1.95 4.95 1.29 4.06 2.00 3.29

7 1.19 3.60 1.89 3.94 1.94 3.60 2.00 3.42 2.05 4.40

a 1.00 4.00 1.59 3.89 1.05 2.95 1.11 3.75 1.71 4.81

9 1.11 3.19 1.11 3.95 1.81 4.71 1.19 2.08 1.92 2.75

10 1.42 3.59 1.86 2.29 1.42 4.29 1.05 2.60 2.00 4.40

11 1.00 4.89 1.19 4.89 1.71 3.42 1.00 2.75 1.86 3.62

12 1,05 4.11 1.42 4.00 1.89 4.81 1.42 4.71 1.71 4.11

13 1.42 4.14 1.81 3.38 1.19 3.29 2.00 3.86 1.75 3.88

14 1.19 3.29 1.19 3.11 1.11 3.60 1.05 2.29 1.29 3.81

15 1.11 4.71 1.29 4.59 1.89 4.59 1.05 4.08 1.05 3.60

16 1.05 3.42 1.19 3.25 1.00 3.71 1.00 2.42 1.11 2.92

17 1.11 4.95 1.71 3.92 1.59 3.25 2.11 3.94 1.89 4.20

18 1.05 3.60 1.11 3.42 1.05 3.86 1.05 4.33 1.00 3.59

19 1.00 3.00 1.11 2.75 1.05 3.80 1.71 3.00 1.05 3.06

20 1.00 2.42 1.11 3.86 1.42 3.89 1.05 2.06 1.89 4.40
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vocal roughness than for its normal counterpart, indicating that the 

subjects were uniformly successful in simulating a voice quality judged 

to be rough. The range of median scale values for normal vowel produc

tions was from 1.00 to 2.11, while the range for rough productions was 

from 2.06 to 5.00. The greater range for rough productions was expected 

because the degree of roughness simulated by the subjects was not con

trolled. Table 2 presents median roughness ratings, averaged over the 

twenty subjects, for normal and for rough productions of each vowel.

TABLE 2

AVERAGE MEDIAN ROUGHNESS RATINGS FOR EACH 
NORMAL AND ROUGH VOWEL PRODUCTION

Average Median Roughness Rating 
Vowel Normal Rough

/ u / 1.14 4.07

/ i / 1.38 3.99

/ a/ 1.41 4.06

/a / 1.32 3.60

/as/ 1.55 4.08

Inspection of the average median ratings for normal productions reveals 

that the high vowel /u/ is rated least rough and the low vowel /as/ is 

rated most rough. The scale value separation between the extremes is 

.41. The average ratings for the remaining vowels /i/, /a/, and /a/ are 
between those for /u/ and /æ/ and are distributed over a limited range. 
Considering rough productions, the averages for the low vowels /a/ and
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/æ/ represent the extremes of the distribution of ratings, with /a/ rated 

less rough than /ae/. The scale value separation between rough vowel ex

tremes is ,38. With the exception of /a/, the average median ratings for 

the rough productions of each vowel differ maximally by only .09 scale 

value.

Spectral Noise Levels

To illustrate the frequency-by-amplitude acoustic spectra ob

tained in this investigation, examples of a rough and a normal speotrum 

are presented in Figures 4 and 5. These spectra are for the vowel /ae/ as 

produced by Subject 10. For both rough and normal /se/ productions, har

monic and noise components tend to be most prominent in the lower fre

quency regions and to diminish toward higher frequencies. The normal /se/ 

spectrum presented in Figure 4 is characterized by prominent harmonics 

toward the lower spectral frequency range and by relatively low-level 

noise components between the identifiable harmonics. The highest spec

tral noise levels are evident in formant locations where harmonic ampli

tudes are highest. In the high frequency range, the harmonics are ob

scured by noise. A comparison of the rough and normal spectra reveals 

several differences. A feature of the rough /ae/ spectrum presented in 

Figure 5 is the elevation of noise components at all frequencies from 

0 Hz to 8000 Hz. In addition, most of the harmonic partiale have been 

obscured, A decrease in amplitude of the harmonics which remain identi

fiable in the very low frequency range of the rough spectrum can also be 

observed. Spectral features similar to those for /ae/ were evident in the 

spectra of all test vowels.

Spectral noise levels in each vowel production were estimated by
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Figure 4.— Spectrum of a normal /»/.
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Figure 5.— Spectrum of a rough /æ/.
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measures in dB SPL of the lowest observable peak of energy in each 100-Hz 

spectral section from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz. Selected functions of the spec

tral measures also considered for each vowel spectrum were; (1) the mean 

of .spectral noise measures from 100 Hz to 2600 Hz; (2) the mean of mea

sures from 2600 Hz to 5100 Hz; (3) the mean of measures from 5100 Hz to 

8000 Hz; (4’) the mean of measures from 100 Hz to 5100 Hz; and (5) the 

mean of measures from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz. These functions were selected 

because they differ in the extent to which they include the formant fre

quencies of the vowels (18, 52) and because noise levels associated with 

these frequency ranges may relate differently to perceived vowel rough

ness (47, 58, 82, 83).

To facilitate presentation of the spectral findings, the total 

spectral frequency range studied (100 Hz to 8000 Hz) is referred to as 

the TSR; a spectral noise level is referred to as an SI\1L; and, segments 

of the total spectral frequency range (TSR) are referred to as SSs. The 

spectral segments (SSs) studied are referred to as segment one (S-l),

100 Hz to 2600 Hz; segment two (S-2), 2600 Hz to 5100 Hz; segment three 

(S-3), 5100 Hz to 8000 Hz; and segment four (S-4), 100 Hz to 5100 Hz.

Spectral noise level (SNL) means and standard deviations for nor

mal and rough vowels are presented in Table 3. The means are over all 

subjects, over the TSR, and, separately, over each SS. It can be seen in 

Table 3 that the mean SNLs for rough productions of each test vowel exceed 

those for its normal productions. This trend is observable in each SS as 

well as in the TSR. When vowel /i/ is omitted from consideration, the 

order of the vowels with respect to their SNLs is the same within each SS 

and the TSR for both normal and rough productions. Excluding /i/, the 

rough and normal vowels could be ranked with respect to increasing mean
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TABLE 3

NORMAL AND ROUGH UOWEL SPECTRAL NOISE LEUEL (SNL) MEANS 
AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TWENTY FEMALE SUBJECTS, 

AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE NORMAL AND 
ROUGH UOWEL SNL MEANS (SNLDS)

Spectral Segment S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz)
Normal Standard Rough Standard

Vowel SNL Mean Deviation SNL Mean Deviation SNLD

M 13.0 3.2 31.6 5.9 18.6
A / 10.6 3.0 26.7 5.2 16.1
A / 24.9 2.7 38.3 3.0 13.4
/a/ 22.8 2.6 35.9 5.2 13.1
/»/ 27.8 2.2 39.1 3.2 11.3

Spectral Segment S-2 (2600 Hz to 5100 Hz)
Normal Standard Rough Standard

Vowel SNL Mean Deviation SNL Mean Deviation SNLD

/u/ 4,7 4.6 23.5 7.8 18.8
A / 21.5 4.3 36.4 5.0 14.9
A / 15.9 4.0 30.3 4.1 14.4
/a/ 13.7 4.5 28.2 6.0 14.5
M / 21.3 4.6 35.2 5.7 13.9

Spectral Segment S-3 (5100 Hz to 8000 Hz)
Normal Standard Rough Standard

Vowel SNL Mean Deviation SNL Mean Deviation SNLD

/u/ - 0.3 3.8 13.3 8.5 13.6
A / 9.5 4.8 21.1 7.8 11.6
A / 8.5 5.8 20.6 6.5 12.1
/a/ 6.5 4.3 17.0 5.9 10.5
/»/ 12.0 5.1 22.2 7.2 10.2
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TABLE 3— Continued

Spectral Segment S-4 (100 Hz to 5100 Hz)

Vowel
Normal 
SNL Mean

Standard
Deviation

Rough 
SNL Mean

Standard
Deviation SNLD

/u / 8.9 3.6 27.6 6.5 18.7
A / 16.1 3.1 31.5 4.7 15.4
A / 20.4 2.7 34.3 3.0 13.9
/a / 18.2 2.8 32.1 5.3 13.9
/as/ 24.6 2.5 37.2 3.9 12.6

Total Spectral Range (100 Hz to 8000 Hz)

Vowel
Normal 
SNL Mean

Standard
Deviation

Rough 
SNL Mean

Standard
Deviation SNLD

/u / 5.8 3.0 22.8 6.5 17.0
A / 13.9 2.5 28.0 5.0 14.1
A / 16.4 3.0 29.7 3.5 13.3
/a / 14.3 2.6 27.0 5.0 12.7
/ffi/ 20.4 2.5 32.2 4.8 11.8
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SNLs: /u/, /a/, /a/, and /æ/. This order obtaines with no reversals for

the TSR and for each SS. The SNL means for the vowel /i/ vary consider

ably more in absolute and in relative magnitude across spectral segments 

than those for the other vowels. The variations in the means for /i/ 

across the SSs tend to be similar, however, for both normal and rough pro

ductions. With respect to the SNL means for the other vowels, the mean

for /i/ is lowest in relative magnitude in S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz), high

est in relative magnitude in S-2 (2600 Hz to 5100 Hz), and between the

extremes in the remaining SSs and the TSR.

Within spectral segment S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz), normal vowel 

productions could be ranked with respect to increasing mean SNLs: /i/,

/u/, /a/, /a/, and /œ/. A randomized complete-block analysis of variance 

was employed to determine whether significant differences existed among 

the normal vowel S-l SNL means. A significance level of .05 was selec

ted for this analysis. The obtained F value of 179.08 (df = 4, 76) was 

statistically significant at the .05 level, indicating significant dif

ferences among the S-l mean SNLs of normal vowels. A Duncan's New Multi

ple Range Test was employed to locate the differences among the means de

tected by the analysis of variance. A .05 significance level was also 

set for this analysis. The results of this test indicated that all nor

mal vowel S-l SNL means were significantly different at the .05 level.

A summary of these statistical analyses is presented in APPENDIX D.

Additional trends may be observed in Table 3. For rough and for 

normal productions, a decrease in SNL means is evident from S-l to S-3 

for all test vowels except /i/. From S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) to S-2 

(2600 Hz to 5100 Hz), the decrease is approximately eight dB. From S-2 

to S-3 (5100 Hz to 8000 Hz), the decrease is approximately seven d8 for
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normal productions and eleven dB for rough productions.

Differences between the normal and rough vowel SNL means are also 

presented in Table 3. It can be seen that the SNLDs for each vowel tend 

to be similar in magnitude across each of the SSs and the TSR. The vowel 

/u/ is characterized by the largest SNLD and /ae/ by the smallest in each 

SS and the TSR. The differences between SNLs for rough and for normal 

productions of the test vowels are illustrated for the vowel /a/ in Figure 
6. Figure 6 presents a plot of the individual SNLs in each 100-Hz spec

tral section of the TSR averaged over the twenty subjects, with rough and 

normal productions of the vowel plotted separately. The average SNLs for 

each 100-Hz spectral section of the rough productions of /a/ exceed those 
of the normal productions throughout the TSR. Differences in SNL means 

between rough and normal productions of each vowel, similar to those for 

/a/, were observed for all test vowels.
Table 3 also presents standard deviations for rough and normal 

vowel SNL means. For both normal and rough productions, the least SNL 

variability is associated with S-l (100 Hz to 2500 Hz) and the TSR (100 Hz 

to 8000 Hz), while the greatest variability is associated with S-2 (2600 

Hz to 5100 Hz) and S-3 (5100 Hz to 8000 Hz). For normal and for rough 

productions, no test vowel is characterized by consistently smaller stan

dard deviations than any other. Within each SS and the TSR, the standard 

deviations for the rough vowel productions exceed those for their normal 

counterparts. The greater variability associated with SNLs for rough 

productions probably reflects the fact that the degree of vowel roughness 

simulated by the subjects was not controlled.



Vowel ( 0 )
R o u g h  Normal 

S y s t e m  N o i s e

F r e q u e n c y  i n  K i l o h e r t z

Figure 6.— Noise levels in each 100-Hz spectral section averaged over 
twenty female subjects for normal and for rough productions of the vowel /a/.
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Spectral Noise Level and Roughness 

Rating Relationships

One objective of the present study mas to explore the relation

ships between vowel spectral noise levels and roughness severity ratings. 

To investigate these relationships, scatter diagrams of vowel SNL means 

and median roughness ratings were plotted. The SNL means for the TSR and 

each SS were considered separately in these plots. All the diagrams sug

gested a positive relationship between mean SNLs in each SS and the TSR 

and median roughness ratings for each of the test vowels. In general, as 

the roughness of each vowel increased, its spectral- noise level tended to 

increase. This relationship was most evident, however, in the low fre

quency SSs where data point scatter tended to be less than in the higher 

frequency SSs. Data point scatter was greatest in the diagrams for S-3 

(5100 Hz to 8000 Hz). IKlean spectral noise levels and perceived roughness 

appeared to be most directly related when S-l SNL means were compared to 

median roughness ratings. The scatter diagrams for S-l (100 Hz to 2600 

Hz) for each test vowel are presented in Figures 7 through 11. The data 

points in the diagram for each vowel represent SNLs averaged over S-l and 

median roughness ratings for each subject's rough and normal vowel pro

ductions.

To explore further the degree of association between mean spec

tral noise levels and perceived roughness for the vowels, a correlation 

statistic (Pearson jc) was employed. A significance level of .05 was 

selected for this correlation. Table 4 presents correlation coefficients 

indicating the degree of association between mean SNLs and median rough

ness ratings for each test vowel. Because the coefficients obtained for 

S-4 (100 Hz to 5100 Hz) and the TSR (lOO Hz to 8000 Hz) are not statisti-
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cally independent of those for S-l, S-2, and S-3, the correlation coef

ficients for these spectral segments were not tested for significance.

TABLE 4

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR MEAN SPECTRAL NOISE LEVELS 
AND ROUGHNESS SEVERITY RATINGS FOR EACH TEST VOWEL

Correlation Coefficients*
S-l S-2 S-3 S-4 TSR

Vowel
100 Hz 
to 

2600 Hz

2600 Hz 
to 

5100 Hz

5100 Hz 
to 

8000 Hz

100 Hz 
to 

5100 Hz

100 Hz 
to 

8000 Hz

/u/ .92 .84 .69 .89 . 86

/i/ .91 .87 .68 .91 .89

/a/ .91 .82 . 66 .89 .85

/a / .94 .85 .81 .93 .93

/ee/ .92 .85 .74 .92 .90

*A11 coefficients for S-l, S-2, and S-3 are significant at .05 
level as determined by analyses of variance.

The coefficients for S-l, S-2, and S-3 for each test vowel are greater 

than .65 and are statistically significant at the .05 level of confidence. 

In general, the correlation coefficients tend to be highest for S-l (100 

Hz to 2600 Hz) and lowest for S-3 (5100 Hz to 8000 Hz). The coefficients 

for S-2, S-4, and the TSR are quite similar, ranging from .82 for /a/ in 

S-2 to .93 for /a/ in S-4 and the TSR. Considering the vowels separate

ly, the highest correlations between mean SNLs and roughness ratings for 

/u/, /a/, and /æ/ are associated with S-l, ranging from .92 to .94. Cor

relations for /i/ and /as/, .91 and .92 respectively, are of the same mag

nitude for both S-l and S-4. A plot of the regression of median rough-
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ness ratings on S-l mean SNLs for each vowel is presented in APPENDIX E. 

Because the correlations for S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) were uniformly high 

for all vowels, a more detailed investigation of the relationship between 

S-l SNL means and median roughness ratings was made.

For each vowel production, a multiple regression analysis was 

performed relating the SNL in each 100-Hz spectral section of S-l (100 Hz 

to 2600 Hz) to the median roughness rating for that production. A sig

nificance level of .05 was selected for this analysis. Table 5 presents 

the multiple correlation coefficients for each vowel. The coefficients 

obtained in this analysis tend to be higher than those obtained when 

spectral segment SNL means and roughness severity ratings for each vowel

TABLE 5

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS FOR THE MULTIPLE REGRESSION 
BETWEEN SPECTRAL NOISE LEVELS IN EACH 100-Hz 
SPECTRAL SECTION FROM 100 Hz to 2600 Hz AND 

ROUGHNESS RATINGS FOR EACH TEST VOWEL

Vowel Correlation Coefficients*

/u/ .99

A / .98

A / .97

N .97

M .99

*A11 coefficients significant at .05 level as determined by analy
ses of variance.

were compared. Table 5 shows that the multiple linear regression correla

tion coefficients for the vowels /u/ and /bb/ are each .99 and the coeffi
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cient for /i/ is ,98. The multiple correlation coefficients for the 

vowels /a/ and /a/ are each .97. All of these coefficients were signifi

cant at the ,05 level as determined by analyses of variance. The magni

tude of these coefficients indicates a high degree of linear relationship 

between 100-Hz section SNLs in S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) and the median 

roughness ratings for each of the test vowels. Because the multiple cor

relation coefficients were uniformly high and significant, the median 

roughness rating for each test vowel production could be predicted from 

its S-l 100-Hz section SNLs. The multiple linear regression equation 

used for the prediction was;

Y = Bq + BiXi + B2X2 + . . . + B25X25 
where Y equals the roughness prediction, Bg the Y intercept determined by 

the regression analysis, Bi_25 the regression coefficients determined by 

the regression analysis, and Xi_25 the successive S-l 100-Hz section SNLS 

from 100 Hz to 2600 Hz for each vowel production.

Table 6 shows judges' median roughness ratings, roughness ratings 

predicted by the linear model, and residuals (the observed roughness ra

ting minus the predicted rating) for each subject's normal and rough pro

ductions of the vowel /a/. Residuals for this vowel were the largest ob

tained and are presented to show the magnitude of the greatest residuals 

resulting from use of this regression equation. Examination of this table 

reveals that the roughness predictions for five of forty vowel productions 

deviate more than .50 scale value from the median roughness ratings actu

ally obtained for those productions. Inspection of similar data for the 

other test vowels revealed that roughness predictions for four productions 

of /a/ and for three productions of both /i/ and /as/ deviated more than
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TABLE 6

MEDIAN ROUGHNESS RATINGS FOR ELEVEN 3UDGES, ROUGHNESS 
RATINGS PREDICTED BY THE REGRESSION EQUATION, AND 

RESIDUALS FOR TWENTY SUBDECTS' NORMAL AND 
ROUGH PRODUCTIONS OF THE VOWEL /a/

Sub
ject

Rough
ness
Rating

Normal

Pre
diction

Re
sidual

Rough
ness
Rating

Rough

Pre
diction

Re
sidual

1 1.05 0.89 .16 2.92 3.25 -.33
2 1.11 0.87 .24 4.95 4.29 .66*
3 1.71 1.84 -.13 4.81 4.28 .53*
4 1.05 1.08 -.03 4.89 4.66 .23
5 1,29 1.53 -.24 4.89 4.78 .11
6 1.95 1.56 .39 4.95 5.07 -.12
7 1.94 1.67 .27 3.60 3.45 .15
8 1.05 1.01 .04 2.95 3.74 -.79*
9 1.81 1.83 — .02 4.71 4.72 -.01

10 1.42 1.52 — .10 4.29 4.76 -.47
11 1.71 1.28 .43 3.42 3.09 .33
12 1.89 2.21 -.32 4.81 4.42 .39
13 1.19 1.29 —. 10 3.29 3.37 -.08
14 1.11 0.86 .25 3.60 3.77 -.17
15 1.89 1.81 .08 4.59 4.83 -.24
16 1.00 0.95 .05 3.71 3.46 .25
17 1.59 1.54 .05 3.25 3.68 -.43
18 1.05 1.92 -.87* 3.86 3.87 — .01
19 1.05 1.20 -.15 3.80 3.67 .13
20 1.42 1.94 -.52* 3.89 3.49 .40

* Residual > ,50 scale value
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.50 scale value from the median roughness ratings obtained for those pro

ductions, For /u/, only one roughness prediction differed more than .50 

scale value from the median roughness rating. The remaining residuals 

for /u/, /i/, /a/, and /ae/ were relatively small.

Discussion

This study of the rough and normal vowel phonations of adult fe

males was designed to replicate, in most respects, a similar study of 

adult males completed previously by Sansone (58). Except for the sex of 

the subject samples, the experimental design was essentially the same for 

both studies. With similar data available for the two sexes, it was pos

sible to confirm that many of the findings reported by Sansone for males 

are equally valid for females. In the following discussion, therefore, 

frequent comparisons are made between the present findings and those of 

Sansone.

The findings for adult females in this study indicate that simu

lated rough vowels consistently received higher median roughness ratings 

than their normal counterparts, although the degree of roughness achieved 

for a particular vowel varied across subjects. The range of median ra

tings for the normal vowels phonated by females was, however, somewhat 

less than that reported previously for males. Sansone (58) reported nor

mal vowel roughness ratings ranging from 1.00 to 3.00 for males as com

pared to a range from 1.00 to 2.11 for the females in this study. Median 

ratings equal to or greater than 2.00 were common among the normal vowel 

productions of males but were uncommon among those of females.

It may be that the roughness associated with normal vowels is 

different for the two sexes because of vocal pitch differences between
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the sexes. UJendahl (79) has previously hypothesized that male and female 

voices evidencing equal acoustic jitter may not be judged equally rough. 

Specifically, he suggested that the female voice would be judged less 

deviant. Sex differences in normal vowel roughness are not demonstrable 

on the basis of this comparison of the present data to Sansone's data, 

however. The roughness ratings assigned to normal productions may have 

been influenced by the degree of roughness simulated for the vowels in 

each study. Because it was not controlled, the degree of simulated vowel 

roughness may not have been the same in the two investigations. A fur

ther investigation is needed to determine if the range of roughness for 

normal vowels produced by males and by females is similar when the pro

ductions for the two sexes are judged together.

The present findings for females indicate that the vowels /u/, 

/i/, /a/, /a/, and /as/ produced normally tend to differ in perceived 
roughness. The average median roughness ratings for female normal vowel 

productions are similar to those reported by Sansone (58) for males, al

though the average ratings for males tend to be slightly larger. In both 

investigations, normal vowels produced with higher tongue positions tend

ed to be perceived as less rough than those with lower tongue positions. 

It appears, therefore, that changes in the configuration of the vocal 

tract associated with changes in tongue height may influence the degree 

of roughness associated with different normal vowels. It may be noted 

that tongue height per se is probably not the critical variable affecting 

vocal tract configuration. Stevens and House (65) have noted that the 

important parameters of vocal tract shape in vowel production are the 

distance of the maximum tongue constriction from the glottis, the size of 

the constriction formed by the tongue, and the size of the mouth opening
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as specified by a ratio of the cross-sectional area of the opening to the 

length of the front portion of the vocal tract, i.e., that portion that 

is more than 14.5 cm from the glottis. The judgment data for normal 

vowels in this study may have clinical implications because they suggest 

that the degree of vowel roughness which listeners judge to be within nor

mal limits may be different for different vowels.

The findings of other investigators suggest that various rough 

vowels tend to differ in their relative roughness. For example, data re

ported by Rees (55) and Sherman and Links (60) for harsh vowels and by 

Sansone (58) for rough vowels suggest that the high vowels /u/ and /i/ 

tend to be judged as less harsh or less rough than the low vowels /a/ and 

/a/. A tendency for vowels produced with simulated roughness to differ 

in their relative roughness was not evident in the present study, however.

In the present study, both normal and rough vowels evidenced 

noise components over the spectral range 100 Hz to 8000 Hz. Noise compo

nents in the spectra of rough and normal vowels have seldom been reported 

previously, apparently because the instruments commonly used in the acous

tic analysis of vowels do not display these components clearly (58). The 

spectral features characterizing the present rough vowel productions were 

generally consistent with those reported previously. An outstanding fea

ture in the rough vowel spectra was the elevation of noise components 

throughout the frequency range analyzed. Sansone (58) reported earlier 

that elevated noise components characterized the spectra of simulated 

rough vowels produced by male speakers. Elevated noise components have 

also been observed in frequency-by-intensity spectra (47) and sonagrams 

(30, 82, 83) of vowels produced by clinically hoarse subjects. It was 

observed in the present study that the amplitudes of identifiable harmonic
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components in the lorn spectral frequencies were diminished in the rough 

vowel spectra. Similar findings have been reported by Sansone (56), 

Nessel (47), and Yanagihara (82, 83). It appears, therefore, that both 

simulated vocal roughness and clinical hoarseness are associated with 

similar spectral features.

The observation in this study and others (30, 47, 58, 82, 83) 

that an increase in vowel spectral noise tends to be associated with a 

decrease in the level of harmonic components suggests that there is a 

trading relationship between vowel SNLs and harmonic amplitudes. It may 

be that the degree of vowel roughness perceived is primarily dependent 

upon the relative amplitude of harmonic and inharmonic components rather 

than the absolute magnitude of inharmonic components. It is hypothe

sized that, in general, an increase in perceived roughness occurs when 

the level of vowel inharmonic or noise components increases relative to

the level of harmonic components.

The finding in the present study that rough vowel productions 

were characterized by larger mean SNLs than their normal counterparts is 

generally consistent with the results of previous studies (30, 47, 58,

82, 83). Yanagihara (82, 83) and others (30) reported additional noise

components and elevated noise levels in the formant and higher frequency 

regions of sonagrams of hoarse vowels. The intensity levels of the ele

vated noise components could not be determined from their sonagraphic 

data, however. In the Sansone study (58) and in the present investiga

tion, rough vowels evidenced higher SNL means than normal vowels. Con

sidering each SS and the TSR separately, mean SNLs for female normal 

vowel productions in the present study were similar to those reported by 

Sansone for males. For example, considering spectral segment S-4 (100 Hz
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to 5100 Hz), the normal vowels produced by females evidenced the follow

ing SNL means: /u/, 8.9 dB; /i/, 16.1 dB; /a/, 20.4 dB; /a/, 18.2 dB;
and /œ/, 24.6 dB. The S-4 SNL means for males reported by Sansone were: 

/u/, 5.3 dB; /i/, 17.0 dB; /a/, 17.7 dB; /o/, 18.9 dB; and /as/, 23.9 dB. 

The standard deviations associated with normal vowel mean SNLs within 

each SS and the TSR were also of comparable magnitude in the two investi

gations. It appears, therefore, that the spectral noise level means char

acteristic of different vowels produced normally are similar for male and 

female speakers. Regarding rough vowel productions, mean SNLs for females 

in the present study tended to be larger than those reported by Sansone 

for males for each test vowel.

Comparison of the relative magnitudes of SNLs and roughness ra

tings for each normal and simulated rough vowel in this investigation with 

the findings of Rees (55) and Sansone (58) revealed interesting similari

ties. In her study of clinically harsh speakers, Rees reported that the 

vowels considered in the present study were ordered with respect to in

creasing harshness: /i/, /u/, /a/, /œ/, and /a/. The normal vowels in

Sansone's study were ordered with respect to increasing roughness: /u/,

/i/, /a/, /a/, and /æ/. With respect to increasing mean SNLs for S-l 

(100 Hz to 2600 Hz), Sansone found that the normal and rough test vowels 

were ordered; /u/, /i/, /a/, /a/, and /œ/. In the present study, normal 

vowels were ordered with respect to increasing roughness; /u/, /o/, /i/, 

/a/, and /ffl/. The normal and rough vowels for this study were ordered 

with respect to increasing mean SNLs for S-l; /i/, /u/, /a/, /a/, and 
/æ/. Although some reversals occur in the middle of the continuum, /u/ 

and /i/ tend to rank at the low end and /œ/ tends to rank at the high end 
of the continuum whether the vowels are ranked for harshness, roughness.
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or increasing S-l mean SNLs.

The present data suggest a relationship between tongue height 

and vowel SNLs. In general, high vowels evidence less spectral noise 

and lower mean SNLs than low vowels, within both normal and simulated 

rough phonatory conditions. Since tongue height in vowel production is 

related to the overall configuration of the supraglottic cavity (̂ ,

22, 37, 65), a relationship between vowel noise levels and the configura

tion of the vocal tract is also suggested. It is thought that different 

vowels are distinguished perceptually largely on the basis of their for

mant frequency locations. Vowel formants occur at those frequencies 

which are minimally attenuated by the filter action of the vocal tract, 

that is, at those frequencies which correspond to the natural resonances 

of the vocal tract (̂ , 22, 23, 24, 39)• The frequency-selective

acoustic damping which produces the characteristic energy minima and, 

thus, indirectly the energy maxima in a vowel spectrum is thought to be 

directly related to the shape of the supraglottic cavity (̂ , ]^, 20[,

39, 64, 65). It. may be noted that the normal vowel spectra obtained in 

the present study evidenced relatively high noise components in those 

frequency regions where harmonic amplitudes were relatively high, i.e., 

in the formant regions. In interformant regions and high frequency 

regions above the formants, vowel noise levels tended to be relatively 

low. Regarding hoarse vowel spectra, Nessel (47) has noted that the 

noise spectrum which replaces the harmonic spectrum is "modulated accord

ing to the formants of the vowels." In the present study, when the "en

velope" of the noise spectrum was outlined by drawing a line which con

nected successive 100-Hz section noise levels, the resulting noise spec

trum tended to reflect the distinctive spectral pattern of energy promi-
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nances or formants of the vowel. Thus, it appears that the relative 

amplitudes of vowel noise components across the spectral frequency range 

may be influenced by the acoustic damping of the vocal traot. The pres

ence of vowel noise components may reflect aperiodic variations in vocal 

fold movements and in the glottal volume-velocity wave (30. 82). Their 

relative amplitudes in formant and interformant ranges, however, may be 

determined largely by the configuration of the supraglottic cavity. It 

is hypothesized, therefore, that the presence and configuration of the 

noise spectrum observed for both rough and normal vowels is determined by 

an interaction of both glottic and supraglottic factors.

The relationships considered above may help to explain why vowel 

noise levels and SNL means for discrete spectral frequency ranges tend to 

differ for different vowels produced at the same intensity. As an ex

ample, the vowel /i/ may be considered. With respect to the mean SNLs of 

other vowels, the SNL mean for /i/ was lowest in relative magnitude in 

S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz), highest in relative magnitude in S-2 (2600 Hz to 

5100 Hz), and between the extremes in the remaining SSs and the TSR. If, 

as suggested above, vowel spectral noise is modulated according to the 

formants, these variations in the relative magnitude of the SNL means for 

/i/ might be expected on the basis of data presently available regarding 

average formant frequencies of vowels produced by adult females. Accord

ing to the formant frequency averages for adult females reported by Peter

son and Barney (52), S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) contains both and F2 for 
all the vowels considered in the present study except /i/. Since S-l in

cludes only Fi for /i/, the vowel /i/ evidences less spectral energy 

(both harmonic and inharmonic) below 2600 Hz than the other vowels and, 

thus, its S-l SNL mean tends to be relatively small. Moreover, S-2 (2600
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Hz to 5100 Hz) contains F2 for the vowel /i/ but only formants higher than 

and F2 for the remaining vowels. Fant (IB) has noted that formants 

higher than F2 evidence considerably lower amplitudes than F% and F2.
This might help to explain why the S-2 SNL mean for /i/ is higher than 

those for the other test vowels.

Other similarities between the harmonic spectra and noise spectra 

of normal and rough vowels may be considered. According to current theory 

(_5, 18, 21.) 22, 23, 33, 37_)» most of the spectral energy for vowels is lo

cated in the low frequency end of the spectrum. Harmonic components 

diminish in amplitude toward higher spectral frequencies because of the 

vocal tract's frequency-selective acoustic damping, i.e., its transfer 

function (2» IB). In the present study, the vowel spectra evidenced rel

atively high spectral noise levels in low frequencies and diminished noise 

levels in the high frequencies. Similarly, the SNL means of all test 

vowels except /i/ tended to decrease in magnitude from S-l (100 Hz to 

2600 Hz) to S-2 (2600 Hz to 5100 Hz) to S-3 (5100 Hz to 8000 Hz).

When the pattern of vowel SNL variability in each of the spectral 

segments studied by Sansone (58) was compared to the SNL variability ob

served in the present study, certain similarities were apparent. In each 

spectral segment, the SNL variability associated with normal and rough 

vowels was similar for both male and female speakers. For example, con

sidering spectral segment S-l (100 Hz to 2600 Hz), the SNL means for nor

mal and rough vowel productions respectively evidenced the following 

standard deviations in this study; /u/, 3.2 dB and 5.9 dB; /i/, 3.0 dB 

and 5.2 dB; /a /, 2.7 dB and 3.0 dB; /a/, 2.6 dB and 5.2 dB; and /ae/,

2.2 dB and 3.2 dB. The standard deviations for normal and rough vowel 

S-l SNL means reported by Sansone were: /u/, 2.4 dB and 6.2 dB; /i/.
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2.8 dB and 5.0 dO; /a /, 3*4 dB and 3.6 dB; /a/, 2.6 dB and 3.7 dB; and 

/æ/, 3.2 dB and 2.8 dB. In both investigations, the least vowel SNL 

variability was associated with spectral segment S-1 (IQO Hz to 2600 Hz) 

for both rough and normal vowel productions. The vowel formants which 

are thought to be important cues in the perception of vowel identity are 

located primarily in the lower spectral frequencies (̂ , IJi, 22, 2̂ ,

34, 37, 39, 51, 52). As Sansone has suggested, it may be that the sub

jects tended to control the distribution of acoustic energy in the low 

spectral frequencies in order to preserve vowel identity. This would 

tend to restrict SNL variability in this spectral region. Sansone also 

found that, among the normal vowels, the vowel /u/ tended to evidence the 

least SNL variability. On this basis, he suggested that normal /u/ SNL 

measures in S-1 might provide a standard to which similar data for rough 

speakers might be compared clinically. In the present study, however, no 

individual vowel consistently evidenced less SNL variability than the 

other test vowels. It appears that the S-1 SNL data for any one or all 

of the five vowels considered in these studies could provide a useful 

clinical standard to which clinically rough productions might be compared.

The present data suggest that differences between the spectral 

noise levels of normal and rough productions of each test vowel do not 

vary greatly across the analyzed frequency range. Several investigators 

(30, 47, 82, 83) have previously suggested that the relative increase in 

spectral noise which accompanies an increase in perceived hoarseness, 

i.e., roughness, is particularly evident in the frequency range above 

3000 Hz. The present findings and those of Sansone (58), however, indi

cate that the spectral noise level differences between rough and normal 

productions of the test vowels were similar for both high and low spec
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tral frequency ranges. This relationship may be difficult to observe in 

spectra produced with some instruments including those which amplify 

acoustic energy in high and low frequency ranges differently.

The present findings concerning the relationships between vowel 

spectral noise levels and listener judgments of vowel roughness were com

patible with the results of previous investigations. In general, the 

present study indicated that increases in the level of spectral noise 

were accompanied by increases in perceived vowel roughness. Sansone (58), 

Yanagihara (82, 83) and others (30, 47) have also found a positive rela

tionship between vowel spectral noise and perceived roughness or hoarse

ness. Yanagihara (^, 83) and others (30) have suggested that sonagrams 

of hoarse vowels can be classified into four types on the basis of the 

frequency region and intensity of elevated vowel noise components. In 

his study of vowels produced by clinically hoarse speakers, Yanagihara 

(83) obtained a correlation coefficient of .65 between four types of 

vowel sonagrams and judges' rating of vowel hoarseness. Correlations be- 

'tween vowel SNLs in 100-Hz sections of S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) and vowel 

median roughness ratings obtained in this study and in a previous study 

(58) were higher. Sansone (58) reported multiple correlation coeffi

cients of .98 for the vowels /u/, /i/, /a/, and /ae/ and .97 for /a/. In 

the present study, the obtained correlation coefficients were similarly 

high. The multiple correlation coefficients were .97 for the vowels /a/ 

and /a/, .98 for /i/, and .99 for /u/ and /ae/. Moreover, because the 

severity of vowel roughness appears to vary along a continuum, it would 

seem desirable to study its acoustic correlates in ways which provide 

measurement of the relevant features on a continuous rather than a dis

crete scale. In this regard, the measures of noise in very narrow-band
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frequency-by-amplitude vowel spectra made in this study and in Sansone's 

study would appear to offer advantages over the classification of vowel 

sonagrams.

The findings of the present investigation and those of Sansone 

(58) indicate that the relationship between vowel SNLs in the low spec

tral frequencies and listener judgments of vowel roughness is nearly 

linear for the range of roughness studied. In both studies, multiple 

correlation coefficients between 100-Hz section SNLs in S-1 (100 Hz to 

2600 Hz) and roughness ratings were high for all vowels considered. A 

multiple linear regression equation was employed to predict roughness ra

tings for individual productions of each test vowel from each produc

tion's S-1 100-Hz section SNL measures. Residuals indicating the differ

ence between the observed and predicted roughness ratings for each pro

duction were small. If the relationship between vowel SNLs and roughness 

ratings is linear outside of the range of roughness investigated in this 

study, a multiple regression equation may be employed to predict listener 

judgments of vowels characterized by extreme spectral noise levels.

In most previous investigations (30, 47, 82, 83) of relation

ships between spectrographic features and perceived severity of hoarse

ness, the acoustic features of hoarseness were studied over a wide fre

quency range, e.g., 00 Hz to 8000 Hz. Sansone (58) reported that, for 

his male subjects, high correlations between median roughness ratings and 

vowel spectral noise levels were obtained when only a portion of the spec

tral range, e.g., 100 Hz to 2600 Hz, was considered. The present study 

also revealed high correlations between low frequency (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) 

SNLs and roughness severity ratings for female speakers. It appears, 

therefore, that acoustic information relating to vowel roughness may be
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redundant in the vowel spectrum. A question may be raised, however, re

garding the relative importance of acoustic information contained in var

ious spectral frequency ranges to the perception of vowel roughness. It 

may be that listeners judge vowel roughness primarily on the basis of 

their perception of acoustic relationships which obtain in only a limited 

segment of the total frequency range analyzed. Possibly, the range of 

greatest importance to vowel roughness perception is that which includes 

the vowel formants.

An underlying goal of many acoustic investigations of vocal 

roughness is to define and examine measurable acoustic correlates of per

ceived roughness which might provide objective indices of the degree of 

voice quality disturbance useful in the clinical evaluation and rehabili

tation of speakers presenting rough voice. Lieberman (40), for example, 

has suggested that measures of pitch perturbation, or small, rapid vari

ations in the durations of successive cycles of the acoustic wave, may 

provide such an objective clinical index. The present data support San

sone 's (58) conclusion that measures of noise levels in vowel spectra may 

be similarly useful. Although both types of analyses result in objective 

measures which tend to correlate with perceived roughness, it appears 

that measures of vowel spectral noise may offer certain advantages. Lie

berman noted that pitch perturbations could not be measured accurately 

when hoarseness was severe because the acoustic wave became "filled in" 

and individual cycles within it were not discernable. In contrast, spec

tral noise measures similar to those for isolated vowels in this study 

and in Sansone*s study would appear feasible even for severely hoarse 

speakers. Moreover, it may be that spectral noise measures reflect the 

acoustic variables relevant to vowel roughness perception more completely
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than measures of pitch perturbation.

A unified concept of vocal roughness which organizes and inter

relates the pertinent research and clinical data is presently unavail

able. It appears, however, that a tentative theory of vowel roughness 

might be evolved through elaboration of existing concepts regarding normal 

vowel phonation. The results of physiologic and acoustic investigations, 

including the following, could provide the empirical basis for such a 

theory. Several investigations (44, 45, 78) have indicated that aperiodi- 

cities in the vocal fold vibratory pattern are associated with rough 

voice. Marked cycle-to-cycle variations in the shape, amplitude, and per

iodicity of the glottal area wave have also been reported for rough voices 

(40, 78, 82). Studies of synthesized complex waves have revealed that in

creases in acoustic jitter and shimmer are associated with increases in 

perceived signal roughness (12, 79, 80, 81). Rapid, random variations in 

the periods of successive cycles have also been found in the acoustic 

waves of rough voices (̂ , 44). Moreover, these cycle-to-cycle

acoustic variations have been found to reflect variations in glottal per

iodicity (40, 44). Spectrographic investigations (30, 47, 58, 82, 83), 

including the present study, have indicated that elevated noise and dimin

ished harmonic components are associated with perceived vowel roughness.

A relationship between these spectrographic features of roughness and 

cycle-to-cycle changes in the glottal area function has also been observed 

(82). The following represents an attempt to conceptualize possible in

terrelationships among these physiologic and acoustic factors in vocal 

roughness.

It is thought that the force directly active in producing the 

acoustic voice wave is that imparted to the supraglottic air column by
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puffs of air emitted through the glottis and, further, that the volume- 

velocity wave for these puffs is dependent primarily upon glottal resis

tance and subglottic pressure (̂ , _0, 21, 22, 23, 28, 37, 39, 72, 73). It 

seems reasonable to assume that the acoustic voice wave, which is genera

ted when the supraglottic air is set into vibration by the glottally- 

emitted air puffs, reflects in its features the characteristics of the 

glottal volume-velocity wave as well as the acoustic damping of the vocal 

tract (18, 21, 22, 23). As others have suggested (21, 22, 29, 30, 43, 82, 

83), irregular glottal area changes in phonation may disturb the modula

tion of the air flow at the level of the glottis causing turbulence in the 

expiratory air flow. It is hypothesized, therefore, that aperiodic varia

tions in vocal fold movements effect turbulence in the glottal puffs and, 

thus, aperiodic variations in the period, amplitude, and/or configuration 

of the glottal volume-velocity wave and the related acoustic voice wave. 

Existing acoustic theory (37) would seem to predict that all aperiodic 

acoustic wave features would be manifested spectrographically as inhar

monic or noise components distributed over a broad frequency range. Thus, 

it appears reasonable to suggest that vowel spectral inharmonics or noise 

components are derived from aperiodic variations in the period, amplitude, 

and/or configuration of the phonatory acoustic wave and that these acous

tic wave variations, in turn, relate to the underlying aperiodic varia

tions in glottal air flow and in vocal fold movements. Similarly, har

monic components in vowel spectra may be considered to reflect periodic 

features in the acoustic voice wave, the glottal volume-velocity wave, and 

the vocal fold vibratory pattern. Because the vocal acoustic wave is a 

single-valued function of time, an increase in its aperiodic features is 

thought to be accompanied by a decrease in its periodic features for a
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given time segment of phonation. Thus, it appears that the level of vowel 

spectral inharmonics would be directly related to the presence of aper

iodic features in the acoustic voice wave. Conversely, the amplitudes of 

vowel harmonics would be inversely related to the presence of acoustic 

wave aperiodicities. Available empirical data (30, 58, 82, 83) suggest 

that both diminished spectral harmonic components and elevated noise com

ponents are associated with an increase in perceived vowel roughness. 

Further, the observation by Fant (18) and others (̂ , 21, 23) that vocal 

fold phonatory movements are normally quasi-periodic is consistent with 

the present concept of vocal roughness and may be interpreted to predict 

the presence of low-level inharmonic components in the spectra for normal 

vowels.

It may be hypothesized further that the information essential to 

the perception of vowel roughness is the relationship between harmonic 

and inharmonic spectral energy. One measure of this relationship which 

might be considered is a ratio of harmonic to inharmonic energy (H/I). 

Other investigators (30) have also recognized this possibility. The 

present data and that of Sansone (58) suggest that the H/I ratio for dis

crete spectral frequency ranges tends to diminish from low to high fre

quencies for both normal and rough vowels. It is also hypothesized that, 

in general, the H/l ratio is inversely related to the degree of perceived 

vowel roughness. The high degree of linear relationship between spectral 

noise levels and perceived roughness demonstrated in the present study 

and in Sansone's study might be interpreted to indicate that spectral 

noise levels are an analog of the H/l ratio for vowels produced at a con

stant intensity. Finally, it is suggested that when the H/l ratio dimin

ishes below some as yet undefined critical level or range of levels.
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which probably differs for different vowels, the quality of the vowel sam

ple tends to be perceived as abnormally rough.



CHAPTER U

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this study mas to investigate spectral noise 

levels (SNLs) in narrow-band (3-Hz) spectra of normal and simulated rough 

vowels produced by adult female speakers, and possible relationships be

tween the SNLs and perceived vowel roughness. The need for this investi

gation became evident when Sansone's previous study (58) of adult males 

indicated that quantitative measures of vowel noise levels in narrow-band 

acoustic spectra were highly correlated with listeners' perception of 

vowel roughness. This study sought to determine if similar relationships 

held for adult females. Because most features of Sansone's experimental 

design were replicated in this study, comparisons of the present findings 

for females to those for Sansone's males were possible.

Twenty normal-speaking adult females served as subjects for this 

investigation. The subjects individually produced each of the vowels 

/u/, /i/, /a/, /a/, and /œ/ first normally and then with simulated vocal 

roughness at one intensity. Each production was sustained for seven sec

onds at 75 dB SPL at a mouth-to-microphone distance of six inches. The 

vowel productions were recorded on magnetic tape and were presented in 

random order to eleven trained judges for roughness rating. Each judge 

rated the vowels for roughness on a five-point equal-appearing intervals 

scale in which "1" represented least severe and "5" represented most

74
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severe roughness. Anchor stimuli representing examples of the rating 

scale extremes were presented to the judges at the beginning of the judg

ment session. The median of the eleven judges' ratings was computed as 

an index of each vowel production's roughness. The recording of each 

production was also analyzed to produce a narrow-band (3-Hz) frequency- 

by-amplitude spectrum of its acoustic components from 0 Hz to 8000 Hz. 

This analysis was made from two-second tape loops constructed from a cen

tral portion of each vowel production evidencing a uniform intensity (75 

dB SPL ±  1 dB). As a quantitative index of vowel spectral noise levels, 

the lowest observable peak of energy in each of seventy-nine successive 

100-Hz sections from 100 Hz to 8000 Hz was measured in dB SPL in each 

vowel spectrum.

With regard to the findings, this study revealed generally that 

the normal vowel SNLs and the relationships between normal and rough

vowel SNLs and judged roughness for females are not unlike those pre

viously reported by Sansone (58) for males. Specifically, in this study, 

the median roughness ratings obtained for each test vowel indicated that 

each simulated rough production was judged more rough than its normal 

counterpart. The average median roughness ratings for normal vowel pro

ductions indicated that high vowels tended to be rated less rough than 

low vowels. For the normal vowel productions, ths high vowel /u/ was 

rated least rough and the low vowel /æ/ was rated most rough. A similar

order with respect to rough vowel productions was not apparent.

The present findings revealed that both normal and rough vowel 

productions evidenced noise components above system noise levels over the 

spectral range 0 Hz to 8000 Hz. Spectral noise levels tended to be 

higher for rough than for normal productions of each vowel when both were
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phonated at the same intensity. For both normal and simulated rough vowel 

productions, spectral noise appeared to be most prominent in lower spec

tral frequencies and decreased toward high frequencies. Harmonic ampli

tudes for rough productions of each vowel tended to be somewhat diminished 

with respect to those for normal productions. For both normal and rough 

vowel productions, spectral noise levels tended to be relatively high in 

the vowel formant ranges and relatively low in interformant and higher 

frequency ranges. Individual normal test vowel spectral noise levels 

averaged over S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) were all significantly different.

For both normal and rough vowels, an increase in mean spectral noise 

levels appeared to be associated with changes in vocal tract configuration 

related to decreasing tongue height in vowel production. Within spectral 

segment S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz), normal and rough vowel productions were 

ranked with respect to increasing mean spectral noise levels: /i/, /u/,

/a/, /a/, and /œ/. For both normal and rough productions, inter-subject 

spectral noise level variability for each vowel was less for SNLs aver

aged over S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) than for SNLs averaged over the other 

spectral segments studied. For each test vowel, SNL variability was 

greater for rough than for normal productions. Differences between the 

SNLs of normal and rough productions of each test vowel did not vary 

greatly across the analyzed frequency range (100 Hz to 8000 Hz).

A primary objective of this study was to explore relationships 

between vocal spectral noise levels and listener judgments of vowel rough

ness. For each test vowel, spectral noise levels averaged over the total 

spectral range (100 Hz to 8000 Hz) and separately over each of the spec

tral segments correlated highly with the median roughness rating for that 

vowel. That is, as the mean spectral noise level of a vowel production
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increased, its median roughness rating tended to increase. Individual 

vowel SNLs averaged over spectral segment S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) tended 

to correlate more highly with the median roughness rating for each vowel 

than SNLs averaged over the other spectral segments. High (& .97) and 

significant (P < .05) multiple correlation coefficients were obtained 

between each test vowel's S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) 100-Hz section spectral 

noise levels and the median of judges' ratings of the vowel's roughness.

A multiple linear regression equation predicted, with small residuals, 

each vowel production's median roughness rating from its S-1 (100 Hz to 

2600 Hz) 100-Hz section spectral noise levels.

Some possible interrelationships among a number of physiologic 

and acoustic factors in vocal roughness were also considered. In brief, 

it was hypothesized (a) that the amplitude of vowel spectral harmonics 

tends to be inversely related to the level of the inharmonics for a given 

time segment of vowel phonation, (b) that the perception of roughness in 

a sustained vowel is predicated upon the relationship between harmonic 

and inharmonic energy levels in the vowel's spectrum, e.g., H/I, rather 

than upon the level of spectral noise alone, and (c) that the level of 

vowel spectral noise or inharmonics is directly related to aperiodic fea

tures in the vocal acoustic wave, in the volume-velocity wave of glottal 

air flow, and, finally, in the vocal fold movements which modulate the 

glottal air flow.

This study indicates generally that the investigation of vowel 

roughness by narrow-band acoustic spectrography reveals relationships of 

basic importance to the understanding of this voice quality. Additional 

investigations are needed, however, to provide data relevant to the hy

potheses developed in this investigation. In particular, further infor

mation is needed regarding the relative importance to perceived roughness
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in human phonation of various types and degrees of acoustic signal aperi- 

odicity, i.e., jitter, shimmer, and configurational variations. Moreover, 

additional data are needed regarding relationships between aperiodic fea

tures in the vocal fold vibratory pattern, the glottal volume-velocity 

wave, and the acoustic voice wave and the spectral features associated 

with roughness. Empirical investigation of the hypothesis that the rela

tionship between harmonic and inharmonic spectral energy is of primary im

portance to the perception of vowel roughness would seem to be central to 

the further development of a coherent theory of vocal roughness. The re

sults of such study might also bear importantly on the understanding of 

acoustic features associated with other voice qualities.
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Instructions to Subjects 

In this experiment you will phonate five vowel sounds, at first 

normally and then while simulating vocal roughness, into the microphone. 

The vowel sounds you are to produce are the underlined sounds in the words 

printed on the cards; /i/ as in bee, /u/ as in boot, /a/ as in hut, /a/ 

as in hot, and /a/ as in cat. You are not to say the entire word, but 

only the vowel sound that is underlined. The cards will be held so you 

can see them easily during recording. I will also say each vowel immed

iately before you speak it.

You should say the vowel sounds loudly enough so that the needle

on the meter will peak at the red mark. You will be given two signals

from the signal lights. The amber light will come on briefly, indicating

that you are to begin to phonate and to peak the needle of the meter

steadily at the mark. When the red light comes on, you are to continue to 

keep the needle steadily at the mark as long as the red light is on. Be 

very careful to keep the needle on the meter at the mark. Some of the 

sounds are weak sounds and will have to be spoken loudly to peak at the 

mark. Some of the sounds are strong sounds and will not have to be spoken 

as loudly to peak the needle at the mark. You will be given an oppor

tunity to practice peaking the needle on the vowel sounds before actually 

making the recording.

Produce vocal roughness by phonating while "making your throat 

tight." A "tight throat" occurs on the initiation of a cough. If you 

have trouble making your throat tight, start to cough, hold your laryngeal 

structures in that posture, and phonate. If you wish, I will demonstrate 

vocal roughness for you. When you are simulating vocal roughness, be sure 

to avoid producing "glottal fry." I will indicate to you if you produce
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"glottal fry." If you do, ujb will re-record the vowel, I will also indi

cate to you if you are not producing the vowel printed on the card. Some

times while simulating vocal roughness, the vowel is distorted. If you do 

not produce the vowel, we will re-record. Are there any questions?
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Instructions to Budges
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Instructions to Dudges 

You are asked to listen to 250, seven-second sustained vowel 

samples produced by adult females. The samples are comprised of the 

vowels /i/, /u/, A / ,  /a/, and /»/, and represent a range of vocal pro

ductions from smooth to rough. The vowel samples will be presented to 

you one at a time, and you are to judge each in relation to a five-point 

scale of severity of vocal roughness, Make your judgments on the basis 

of the severity of vocal roughness perceived.

Each vowel is to be rated on a scale of equal-appearing inter

vals with scale values from "1" to "5." Scale value "1" represents least 

severe vocal roughness and "5" represents most severe. Do not attempt to 

rate vowel samples between any two scale points. The vowel samples may 

vary according to parameters other than roughness; however, you are asked 

to ignore these variations. Restrict your attention to the degree of 

roughness perceived.

The vowels to be judged will be presented to you in random order. 

There will be a short interval between productions and each will be pre

ceded by a number announcement.

You are to judge each of the vowel samples in relation to the 

five-point scale of severity of vocal roughness. Record on your response 

sheet the scale value from "1” to "5" you think each production should be 

assigned. As you are asked to scale your perceptions of the severity of 

vocal roughness, there are no right or wrong scale values. Thus, a scale 

value you record for a vowel may not be the scale value the person sit

ting next to you records for that same vowel. For this reason, be sure 

to make your judgments independently. Record the scale value assigned to 

each vowel to the right of its number on your response sheet. You may
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hear each vowel production to be judged as many times as you wish. Notice 

that you will start at the top of a column and work down. Be sure to re

cord a judgment for every vowel sample. Leave no blank spaces. The 

vowels will be presented in five segments of fifty vowels each with a short 

rest period following each segment. These instructions will be presented 

again at the beginning of each segment. Are there any questions?



APPENDIX C

Percentages of Inter- and Intra-Dudge 
Roughness Rating Agreement
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TABLE 7

PERCENTAGE OF INTER-3UDGE ROUGHNESS RATING AGREEMENT 
il SCALE VALUE FOR TWO HUNDRED VOWEL PRODUCTIONS

3udge

3udge 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2

1 94 99 98 96 92 98 97 99 98 95

2 100 99 99 99 100 97 98 97 95

3 96 100 99 96 92 98 100 99

4 98 99 99 95 94 96 98

5 98 100 99 98 95 99

6 96 99 99 97 94

7 99 96 99 99

8 98 97 97

9 98 99

10 98

TABLE 8

PERCENTAGE
VALUE

OF INTRA- 
FOR TWO

-3UDGE ROUGHNESS RATING AGREEMENT ±1 
RATINGS OF FIFTY VOWEL PRODUCTIONS

SCALE

3udge

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

96 100 98 100 100 98 100 100 98 100 100
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Summary of Analysis of Variance and Duncan's 
New Multiple Range Test
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TABLE 9

SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR S-1 
(100 Hz to 2600 Hz) SPECTRAL NOISE 
LEVEL MEANS FOR NORMAL VOWELS

Analysis of Variance

Source of 
Variation df ss ms F

Subjects 19 234.36 12.33 1.93

Vowels 4 45B6.65 1146.66 179.08 *

Error 76 4B2.36 6.35

Additivity 1 2.13 2.13 0.33

Residual 75 480.23 6.40

* P < .05

TABLE 10

DUNCAN'S
AMONG

NEW MULTIPLE 
NORMAL VOWEL 
SPECTRAL NOISE

RANGE TEST FOR DIFFERENCES 
S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) 
LEVEL (SNL) MEANS

Vowels /i/ /u / /a/ A / /as/

SNL Means 10,6 13.0 22.8 24.9 27.8

Note: All means are significantly different at the .05 level.
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Regression of Median Roughness Ratings on 
S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) SNL Means
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Figura 12.— Regression of median roughness ratings over eleven Judges on 
spectral segment S-1 (100 Hz to 2600 Hz) spectral noise level means for each test vowel.


